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DEDICATION
This paper is dedicated to the memories of my son, Jonathan Worth Gordon;
my father, Worth “Pop” Holder, and Elizabeth Boumbulian, the wife of my friend and
mentor, Paul Boumbulian. These three people taught perpetually, through long
illnesses and finally through death, that spiritual companionship is truly one of the
greatest gifts one human can give to another. By their sufferings, they created in our
hearts a conviction that health care professionals first, and foremost, are called to
compassion, kindness and soul care. If spiritual companionship comes first, quality
clinical care follows naturally.Jonathan, Pop, and Elizabeth were healed by death;
others are healed to live. This D.Min. project is a way of thanking them for our
awareness that healing is, to a large degree, a spiritual matter, one best attended by a
spiritual companion. My prayer is that this project serve as one milestone of a
lifetime with a passionate dedication to teaching others the beautiful art and great
reward of spiritual companionship.
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ABSTRACT
Project Director: Kenneth Cracknell. The goal of this D.Min. project is to nurture the
ability of patient caregivers at Baylor University Medical Center (BUMC) in Dallas
to provide emotional and spiritual care to patients, families and co-workers. A
multidisciplinary Spiritual Companionship Project Committee led by the D.Min.
student researched best practices in spiritual and emotional care among health care
providers and selected the Sacred Vocation Program, developed by Rabbi Samuel
Karff at The University of Texas Medical School in Houston, as the vehicle to
accomplish the project’s goal. From September 2005 through May 2006 more than
220 patient care technicians, who provide more direct patient care than any other
health care professional at Baylor, were trained through the Sacred Vocation program
to see themselves as healers providing spiritual companionship, and to understand
their work as a sacred vocation. Increased patient satisfaction with spiritual care and
tech job satisfaction following the Sacred Vocation program demonstrate the project’s
positive results and goal attainment.
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INTRODUCTION
It was a summer evening in Cambridge, England. The occasion for me was
celebrating the end of writing the first draft of a book called Parting: A Handbook
for Spiritual Companionship Near the End of Life commissioned by the
Foundation for End of Life Care and published by University of North Carolina
Press at Chapel Hill. Along with co-author Jann Aldredge Clanton and a research
team including Mike Mullender, Bob Duncan and Mark Grace, colleagues and
chaplains at Baylor University Medical Center of Dallas, the book was the product
of two years of researching best practices around end of life care across many
religious traditions and many cultures. The task was to weave that learning into a
book of use to persons of any faith or cultural background as they went about the
work of caring for someone nearing death. Now printed in the U.S., U.K., Korea
and China, the book appears to accomplish its mission.
It took a three-week writing sabbatical at Cambridge, an ocean away from
job, family and church responsibilities, to write the first working draft of the book,
with the daily editing assistance and encouragement of Karen and Howard Stone,
editors.
As we ended a memorable dinner and walked back to Wesley House,
where my hospitable writing cell looked over the peaceful, lovely green courtyard
below, Karen said, “Your next step should be a D.Min. project using what you
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have learned from writing this book in some way.” “Right,” I thought cynically
while silently promising myself never to voluntarily research or write anything
again.
But her suggestion of that summer night in 2000 was not to be dismissed.
It followed me doggedly. The book project taught me the art of spiritual
companionship and how it is the common work of compassion. It knows no
cultural boundaries, has no particular faith tradition, and speaks no certain
language. It is not the purview of ministers, but of any person endowed with basic
kindness and respect for humans struggling through rough places.
So two summers later, I was back at Brite’s door with a D.Min. project in
mind. I first approached Howard Stone, thinking it was a pastoral care project in
orientation. He wisely coached me to take the idea of enhancing spiritual
companionship to all patients, families and staff at Baylor University Medical
Center, where I am now the palliative care chaplain, into the world of Kenneth
Cracknell. Spiritual companionship across cultures and faith traditions, Stone said,
required not more work in pastoral care, but more work in understanding and
respecting diversity. It would take broadening my worldview, experiencing other
cultures and other forms of worship. It would take walking alongside Cracknell
through two years of study, tracking his mind through readings he recommended,
experiencing firsthand at his gentle urging Passover Seders and Sufi Dervishes,
Sikh worship and fellowship, kneeling in prayerful devotion to God with other
women in rows behind the men inside a Fort Worth Mosque.
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I thank God Stone veered me in Cracknell’s direction. Discovering how to
fearlessly extend myself and seek hospitality in a diverse world and learn the many
universal aspects of spiritual companionship was the work I needed to do. In the
process, as I will describe in this project report, I did find a fulcrum that is already
enhancing the spiritual and emotional care offered at Baylor University Medical
Center at Dallas, one that will continue to do so for many years to come. There is
no D.Min project that could offer more satisfaction to me than this one, dedicated
to helping people find loving kindness while in the throes of illness, crisis or loss.
As I wandered along this path, seeking how to nurture spiritual
companionship in our bustling, multicultural workplace, I became a proving
ground for my own theories. Never in my life have I needed spiritual
companionship more than in the past year, while my son, Jonathan, nearing his
life’s end at only 26 years old, was cared for by some of the same gentle hands of
those on the palliative care team on which I serve at Baylor. Because of our mutual
journey into the realms of suffering, transcendence, abject sorrow at the thought of
death’s interruption of a life so loved, and the joy of trust in God’s certain
presence at this time and glad welcome into a fuller life to come, I know firsthand
why spiritual companionship matters.
There is no cure at life’s ending, but there is the sublime medicine of
compassionate words, gestures, and touch. There is no escape from death, but
there is the balm of friends and loved ones who stayed right beside Jonathan and
me until death trumped earthly existence. There were no bargains left to strike
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with God, but there was joy for every extension of even one morning. There was
no energy left in me, it seemed, but there was a Divine infusion of spirit and grace
for another go round, buoyed by spiritual companions who offered their strength,
their hugs, their time, their ears to hear my lament, their arms and legs to help. My
project has, due to my personal circumstances, touched my very soul, and created
a conviction that a lifetime of work nurturing spiritual companionship for those in
need of it would be a life well spent. I hope this report can do justice to the project
that has meant so much to me and to Baylor University Medical Center already.

4

CHAPTER 1: ADDRESSING A UNIVERSAL HUMAN NEED
Heeding the Cry for Spiritual Companionship in Health Care
About suffering they were never wrong,
The Old Masters: how well they
understood
Its human position; how it takes place
While someone else is eating or opening a
window or just walking dully along.
W.H. Auden1
Understanding the impetus for a project that enhances spiritual companionship
for patients is as simple as remembering the last illness that afflicted you, personally,
or a loved one. When in the throes of illness, diagnostic acumen and clinical
expertise are tops on the priority list. But barely a degree below them is the need for
human compassion, a kind touch, a sympathetic recognition that life as you expect it
has come undone, sometimes for a while, sometimes unto death. The human spirit
needs spiritual care at these times just as acutely as the human body needs physical
care. When suffering takes place, the heart cries for someone to notice, and not, as
the poet Auden says, to just keep “walking dully along.”
While the last half of the 20th Century seemed fairly consumed by
technological advances in medicine—cardiac bypass surgery, amazing diagnostic
imagery, solid organ transplantation, technology to save wee struggling neonates,
surgery revolutionized by staple sized incisions, amid myriad others-- the 21st
Century is asserting a new demand for improved spiritual and emotional care. The
1

John Shea, Spirituality and Health Care (Chicago: The Park Ridge Center, 2000), 32.
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mighty and influential Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations (JCAHO), whose standards must be met for a hospital to be reimbursed
for the care provided to Medicare patients, added a standard requiring that institutions
address the spiritual needs of patients just as they do the physical needs. Another
powerful health care body, the American Hospital Association, issued a document in
2003 entitled “Patient Care Partnership,” replacing “The Patients Bill of Rights.” This
new guideline stated unequivocally that spiritual well-being is a vital component of a
patient’s overall well-being and encouraged patients to raise issues of their spiritual
needs with the health care team providing their care.2
In the Spring 2001 issue of Nursing Administration Quarterly, Kathleen Krebs
noted that author J. Naisbitt, writing in Megatrends 2000, said “It has been predicted
that our greatest advances in the next decade will not come from technology but from
our deeper understanding of what it means to be a human, spiritual being.” She
continued with a quote from pollster George Gallup Jr., speaking at a conference on
Spirituality and Healing in Harvard University’s Mind/Body Institute (an institute
which in itself is a sign of the times): “If the focus of the 20th Century has been on
outer space, the focus of the 21st Century may be on the inner space. We are entering
a new era of discovery—not of the world around us, but of the world within.”3

2

Emily McClung, Daniel H. Grossoehme and Ann F. Jacobsen, “Collaborating with
Chaplains to Meet Spiritual Needs,” MEDSURG Nursing 15 (June 2006): 147-156.
3

Kathleen Krebs, “The Spiritual Aspect of Caring—An Integral Part of Health and Healing,”
Nursing Administration Quarterly 25 (Spring 2001): 55-60.
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Before beginning my search for a way to further unleash the kind force of
spiritual companionship on the patients and staff at Baylor University Medical
Center, I needed to explore further what spirituality and spiritual care really were. I
learned much on the subject through my son and the many ways people cared for our
souls and spirits during his lifetime of serious and physically disabling health
struggles. Etched on a mother’s heart was one important criteria of spiritual care:
Spiritual care enables the human spirit to find hope, joy and meaning in life despite
what disabling circumstances of illness vex the human body. I found other spiritual
care definitions that were helpful. Krebs, an R.N. clinical manager in a hospital, says,
“Spirituality is referred to as the practices, beliefs and attitudes that an individual
might have toward God, a higher power, or supernatural forces in the universe. It is
our search for ‘wholeness’ that gives meaning and purpose to our existence.” 4
I returned to the book I co-authored with my colleague, Jann AldredgeClanton, to revisit the definition of spirituality put forth by profoundly spiritual health
care professionals assisting on our work. Larry Churchill of Vanderbilt University
says, “spirituality embraces the widest possible range of meanings without
subscribing to any particular beliefs or practices. In this sense, spirituality is a
common human activity, an activity of seeking deeper meaning in oneself, and
relationships and in life. Eventually, every person’s spiritual search will include a

4

Ibid., 57.
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need for spiritual care, as he or she confronts the meaning of life’s end and the
ultimate loss of death.” 5
Mark Grace, director of Pastoral Care and Counseling at Baylor University
Medical Center, provided an illustrative, soulful list of the components of spiritual
well-being which are the desired outcome of spiritual companionship.
Wholeness: The sense of being complete in oneself. A sense of basic
inner integrity.
Belonging: The feeling of being at home, or at the proper place in time.
A sense of participation in one’s world, of connectedness to others and to
one’s environment.
Gratitude: An awareness of and receptivity toward the gifts that enrich
one’s life. Recognition of the presence of resources, experiences,
relationships, and objects that have no connection to one’s efforts.
Humility: The ability to love oneself in spite of oneself. Acceptance of
limitations, awareness of capacities, respect for the mysterious aspects of
oneself all are part of humility.
Reverence: A sense of wonder and awe; of vastness, greatness,
complexity; of being taken outside of oneself.
Perspective: Seeing deeply into things. An intuitive awareness of
meanings. Insight or wisdom about oneself or one’s life situation.
Trust: Moving into and with the current of an experience or relationship.
Surrendering control of outcomes and conditions. Depending on persons
or forces outside the range of one’s immediate control.
Devotion: Commitment to care for someone/something. Experiencing the
other (or an aspect of oneself) as a valued part of one’s life.
Release: The experience of being liberated, unburdened, or rescued
from compulsive drives or anxieties.6
Grace’s list of spirituality’s core attributes comes from a chaplain, a pastor, a
right-brained thinker to the nth degree. But it shares common themes, though
different semantics, with the listing of the trademarks of spirituality researched and

5

Jennifer Sutton Holder and Jann Aldredge-Clanton, Parting:A Handbook for Spiritual Care
Near the End of Life (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2004) 4-6.
6
Ibid., 5-6.
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compiled from noted sources by the more clinical, left-brained minds of RN/ PhDs
Donna Marsolf and Jacqueline Mickley of Kent State University:
Meaning—the ontological significance of life; making sense of life
situations; deriving purpose in existence.
Value—Beliefs and standards that are cherished; having to do with the
truth, beauty, worth of a thought, object or behavior; often discussed as
‘ultimate values.’
Transcendence—experience and appreciation of a dimension beyond the
self; expanding self-boundaries.
Connecting—relationships with self, others, God/higher power, and the
environment.
Becoming—an unfolding of life that demands reflection and experience;
includes a sense of who one is and how one knows among other things.7
Marsolf and Mickley advocate P.G. Reed’s definition of spirituality using
components of this list, which they found in a 1992 issue of Research in Nursing and
Health: “Spirituality refers to the propensity to make meaning [italics added] through
a sense of relatedness [italics added] to dimensions that transcend [italics added] the
self in such a way that empowers and does not devalue the individual.”8
However defined, whatever characteristics describe it, spirituality is part of
the human experience, and a basic component of each man and woman. A chaplain
colleague, Georgia Gojmerac-Leiner, of Emerson Hospital in Concord,
Massachusetts, puts it eloquently:
Thus spirituality is something present in the human being as is his or her
DNA. Both spirit and DNA are invisible without awareness and
technology. Awareness of spirituality arises out of the need for it, like a
tree composting its own leaves to nurture the soil around itself, sending
forth roots to anchor itself. Or, again, a tree with its roots can keep the
7

Donna S. Martsolf and Jacqueline R. Mickley, “The concept of spirituality in nursing
theories: differing world-views and extent of focus,” Journal of Advanced Nursing 27 (1998): 294-303.
8
Ibid., 295.
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soil from eroding thereby maintaining the bank on which it is growing as
well as itself. 9

Caring men and women who work in health care have always been conscious
at some level of their role as spiritual companions. Brushing up daily against the
lives of sick and dying patients and suffering loved ones take them beyond the realm
of routine physical care to soul care. But what was once an aside for the health care
professional has moved into center focus. Symptomatic of that shift is when the
intuitive art of spiritual care became a Joint Commission accreditation standard. The
21st Century acknowledgement of spirituality as a fulcrum of wholeness and health
creates a mandate to infuse the entire hospital with competence in spiritual
companionship. Patients are open to accepting spiritual care, indeed, almost
desperate for it to be offered.
Author John Shea puts his finger on the pulse of spiritual need in patients:
For many patients, this openness to the spiritual is an overt plea for
help. It is a search for a cure that doctors may not be able to
accomplish or may only be able to accomplish with divine help. It is
an attempt to bring the spiritual into the situation in the hope that it
will contribute to successful physical and mental outcomes. At other
times the openness to the spiritual comes about as patients realize the
inevitability of loss and limit. They ask the questions, “How will I
‘do’ with this limit? How will I relate to this loss?” Some observers
have said that on entering patienthood there is a centrifugal force. So
much seems to be moving away from the center of the person who
has become a patient. What is sought is a counter force, a centripetal
movement that brings things back to the center of the person. The

9

Georgia Gojmerac-Leiner, “Revisiting Viktor Frankl: His Contributions to the
Contemporary Interest in Spirituality and Health Care,” The Journal of Pastoral Care and Counseling
59 (Winter, 2005): 375-379.
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spiritual embodies such a centripetal power. It reestablishes the
center of the person who is beset by loss and limit.10
My quest to nurture spiritual companionship at Baylor came from an
understanding of the importance it plays in finding any semblance of peace, hope and
emotional health in the midst of a personal illness or one of someone well loved. I see
the need before me every day I am a chaplain visiting patients. It shows in the painful
expressions of the patients, in the weary eyes of the family and friends. It is
reinforced by the eager welcome of a hug or the squeeze of a hand. I found in
reading the book Spirituality and Health Care: Reaching toward a Holistic Future, a
reason beyond those I thought of for nurturing spiritual care, and an affirmation of the
D.Min. project I chose:
As it is the patient’s “turn,” so eventually it will be everybody’s turn.
We are all patients-in-waiting. As patients reach for both medical
and spiritual resources, they create the foundational spiritual interest
within health care. Every other spiritual interest is in some way
related to this first and foremost reality—the human person in the
struggles of health and illness. 11
Developing A Theological Rationale for Inclusive Spiritual Companionship
The word inclusive, I believe, speaks to the very heart of God, the very soul of
ministry as Christ envisioned it. I see inclusiveness as the essential gateway through
which one must pass in order to offer spiritual companionship in a multifaith,
multicultural world. The challenge is to find out to how to practice inclusive spiritual

10
11

Shea, Spirituality and Health Care, 37.
Ibid., 33.
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companionship for all persons to whom we minister… how to make persons of any
faith or any culture feel equally as welcome.
Our founder, Dr. George Truett of First Baptist Church Dallas, challenged us
to do that more than 100 years ago, envisioning Baylor University Medical Center of
Dallas as “a hospital where persons of all faiths, and those of none, can come for care
with equal confidence.” In that one powerful and forward-thinking mandate, he
opened the door for inclusiveness. But how is that degree of sacred hospitality formed
and extended through inclusive spiritual companionship for our patients, visitors and
co-workers? Five important influences introduced by dialogue with Kenneth
Cracknell during this project development and readings shape my thinking on how to
seek God’s common ground of mutual respect and communal love for those whose
paths lead them to us for spiritual care and healing.
First Influence: Gaining New Perspectives on Scripture Passages
Kenneth Cracknell’s latest work, In Good and Generous Faith: Christian
Responses to Religious Pluralism, provides theological grounding for my instinctive
bent toward inclusive and culturally sensitive ministry. He takes examples from
Scripture, and shows how they support openness to seeing other religions as valid
paths to God and building human relationships in good and generous faith toward one
another.
The illuminating discussion of the concept of the Word, based on the scripture
reference from John beginning this section, was a beautiful example of revisiting
Bible verses. That small section of verses from John 1 has been used to narrow the
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gateway to God by defining the Word as referring exclusively to Jesus Christ.
Interpreted in that way, only Christians can experience fullness of life here and
beyond. Cracknell instead shows the evolution of the concept of the Word through
Old Testament scriptures, Wisdom literature and Jewish-Hellenistic philosophers.
“As the dynamic expression of God, the Word is God turning to human beings in selfrevelation; God calling human beings to a communion of life; God at work to save
and to heal.”12
To read Cracknell’s absorbing look at ancient minds and how they interpreted
the concept of “the Word” felt like sitting with bare feet in a cool brook. The words of
Irenaeus… “because the Word implanted in their minds moves them and reveals to
them that there is one God, the Lord of all”; or Clement of Alexandria… “the way of
truth is therefore one. But into it as into a perennial river, streams flow from all
sides”; or Athanasius, who said of the Logos, “He gives himself without losing
anything of himself, and with him is given the Father, who makes all things by him,
and the Spirit who is his energy.”13
Other beautiful depictions of God as an inclusive lover of all creation came in
Cracknell’s look at the story of Noah, which he says is a “covenant of both
preservation and redemption” that covers the entire cosmos, the sum of humanity.14
Or he turns to the disciple Peter’s assurance of God’s blessing on people living

12

Kenneth Cracknell, In Good and Generous Faith: Christian Responses to Religious Pluralism
(Peterborough, Great Britain: Epworth, 2000), 41.
13
Ibid., 50-53.
14
Ibid., 9.
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“outside the Covenant.” Peter says, “I truly understand that… in every nation anyone
who fears him and does what is right is acceptable to him.” Even in the book of
Revelations, Cracknell shows us words of comfort that, as he says, “suggest that
God’s final victory will embrace all people and all creation.” What a wonderful
forecast he makes, based on Revelations, of a city needing no temple or house of
worship of any variety, because God is present there with all God’s people.15
Wandering through biblical texts, thoughts from classic minds, glimpses into
other faith traditions and their experiences of ‘the Word’ all gave me the grounding I
lacked before to understand why a posture of inclusivism and a passion to learn the
sensitive art of ministry in a multicultural, multifaith setting is at the center of my
Christian faith. I thought, before, these “bents” of mine created a tension with my
Christian roots. In Good and Generous Faith showed me instead that embracing all
persons, from all religions and cultures, is instead at the very heart of the message of
Christ. Christ, one expression of “the Word”, is my avenue to God. What I learned is
that, by God’s grace, there are many, many other expressions of this holy “Word”
equally valid and transformative.
Second Influence: Distinguishing Common Ground From Passing Over
Another significant influence on my thinking about inclusive spiritual
companionship was the attention given by several authors to the concept of “passing
over and returning back.” At the beginning of the study, I was interested in seeking
common ground where persons of any faith and culture could meet and comfortably
15

Ibid., 34.
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share space. Now, I am much less invested in that idea. Common ground now seems
akin to the melting pot theory that dots American history, which is an unhelpful myth
that robs persons of their cultural heritage.
Passing over and returning is much more inviting to me now, an image of two
persons mutually approaching one another for an exchange of thoughts, ideas and
religious leanings, then respectfully disengaging and returning from whence they
came. In this image is no room for proselytizing, for dissuading or persuading, for
pressing what I have come to call “the irrational need to be right.” It is passing over
from respectful curiosity, and coming home better off than before.
Interesting looks at the “passing over and coming back” approach came
through the voices of Kenneth Cracknell, Israel Selvanayagam and S. Wesley
Ariarajah. When I visited the Sikh Temple in Irving with him and other classmates, I
learned firsthand what Cracknell describes in saying: “There is a spirituality which
recognizes that there is ‘a time for keeping silence’ in which Christians may sit or
kneel in loving contemplation surrounded by their friends and companions of other
devotional paths.”16
That was a life- defining experience of passing over and coming back. I sat in
silence and loving contemplation of my brothers and sisters as they worshipped in
Sikh fashion, and then, because of their mutual love for their guests, learned the basic
tenets of their religion, and ate their common meal sitting cross-legged alongside
them. Beautiful children, families, people old and young welcomed us to pass over
16

Ibid., 118.
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into their lives, with no agenda but hospitality. I “came back” to my world not ready
to become a Sikh, but fully aware that God had visited all of us in this interchange.
From Cracknell’s writing, I learned the origin of the expression that has
become a hallmark of interfaith study. It was John S. Dunne, a Roman Catholic
theologian, Cracknell says, who wrote in The Way of All the Earth that “passing over
is a shifting of standpoint, a going over to the standpoint of another culture, another
way of life, another religion. It is followed by an equal and opposite process we
might call ‘coming back’ with new insight into one’s own culture, one’s own way of
life, one’s own religion.”17
Then Cracknell makes the concept even easier to understand, comparing the
crossover of religious exploration to the crossover of language exploration. In both
instances, we all have a “mother tongue” or “mother faith” which is our linguistic and
spiritual home. We can learn another language, certainly, but it takes years of
immersion in that language before we cease to continually translate from our mother
tongue to it and begin to think in it outright. Likewise, Cracknell explains, we can
pass over to explore another faith, but it is very hard to convert to that faith from our
mother faith. Yet much is gained from gaining even a small understanding of another
language or another faith. Our minds stretch; our imaginations are freed to play in
new and foreign lands.
To pass over takes courage. Cracknell calls it ‘negative capability.’ He
describes that for Christians as “this ability to live with uncertainties, mysteries,
17
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doubts, without an irritable reaching after fact and reason, alongside a single
controlling vision of Jesus and their commitment to him.”18 The reward for
developing this negative capability, he says, is to develop deep friendships with those
of other faith traditions, and appreciation for not only other sacred texts but for the
individuals who use them as plumb lines for living.
Israel Selvanayagam comments on the courage it takes to pass over by saying
it will take nothing short of “a new type of person who can help us to find a place
which is new for both of us, yet which at the same time does full justice to our
distinctive positions.”19 The conversation partners, he writes, must remember of
whom they speak: an enigmatic creator whose very name (YAHWEH) means
“liberating presence and being ready to bless and transform, but never to comprehend,
investigate or manipulate.”20
Selvanayagam suggests that, as we receive others who “pass over” to learn of
Christianity, “we should tell the story, the whole story and nothing but the story, in
which the gospel finds unique expression not in the form of doctrines or dogmas, but
in the form of inspiring insights and challenging values.”21
S. Wesley Ariarajah comments on the act of passing over and coming back
many times in his wonderful book, Not Without My Neighbour. I was struck
particularly by one sentence where he said, “Religions are not fortresses to be
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defended; they are springs for the nourishment of human life.”22 Thoughts like this
and the many reflections on passing over and coming back made me understand how
important it is to be willing to use the bridges of intellect, curiosity, sensitivity and
love for kindred beings to find paths to pass over. The reassuring aspect of my
readings was to learn that the point of passing over is not to mutate or waiver at all
from my Christian leanings and root system, but to learn as much as I can that will
help my faith grow from others, whose faith grows from different leanings and
equally vibrant, life-giving root systems. I look forward to the point in my own
passing over that I can experience what Cracknell describes as an exhilarating sense
of crossing a frontier… standing within a new circle of relationships and
perceptions… becoming another person.23
Third Influence: Contemplating the Word Dialogue
Probably no one word will remain more indelibly etched in my head from
time spent with this project on inclusive spiritual companionship than the word
“dialogue.” It has become familiar, understood and important in my thinking about
ministry and life in a diverse world. It has become a watchword, influencing how I
approach everything from hallway conversations to intentional excursions into
learning about one another’s faith tradition or culture. From my pile of readings, I
know what dialogue is, and what it is not, and how to engage people in it through
thoughtful and diligent efforts toward that end.
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Martin Forward provided a foundation for understanding the potential power
of dialogue by dissecting the word in Greek. The first part of the word, he says, “is
‘dia-’, not ‘di-’ as many people wrongly infer. In Greek, ‘di-’ indicates ‘two’ rather
than the ‘one’ that is signified by ‘mono-’, but ‘dia-’ is a preposition that means
‘through’. ‘Di-logue’ could mean two people conversing about a worldview; maybe
amicably, maybe not; maybe with results, maybe not. But ‘dia-logue’ signifies
worldviews being argued through to significant and potentially transformative
conclusions, for one or more participants. It involves a much more consequential
encounter.”24
Short recognizes the 1971 work of the Sub-unit on Dialogue with people of
Living Faith and Ideologies of the World Council of Churches in publishing
guidelines for dialogue that still hold true:
Dialogue begins when people meet.
Dialogue depends upon mutual understanding and mutual trust.
Dialogue makes it possible to share in service.
Dialogue becomes the medium of authentic witness.25
I read Cracknell’s review of the life journey of Paul as told in Acts and saw
that we have a powerful precedent there. In the passages from Acts and Ephesians,
Paul truly does show, as Cracknell writes, “the way of dialogue is a way of patience,
sometimes frustrating, always time-consuming. It shows us, too, that the way of
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dialogue means meeting the person on his or her own terms and really attending to
what they say, believe, feel.”26
Dialogue builds a “community of conversation,” a “community of heart and
mind” across racial, ethnic and religious barriers where people learn to see
differences among them not as threatening but as “natural” and “normal”, Ariarajah
says. “Dialogue thus is an attempt to help people to understand and accept the other
in their ‘otherness’. It sees to make people ‘at home’ with plurality, to develop an
appreciation of diversity, and to make those links that may just help them to hold
together when the whole community is threatened by forces of separation and
anarchy.”27
Fourth Influence: Imagining a World Lived In Good and Generous Faith
It was so heartening during this era we live in to read, and in reading, be able
to imagine a world that is different. This world would be one connected with rich
dialogue, illuminated with the light cast by the faithful of all religions. To become
acquainted with so many individuals who believe that we can achieve a world lived
“in good and generous faith,” and who are willing to devote a lifetime of working and
writing toward that end, was energizing and hope infusing. Such a world offers rich
opportunities for spiritual nurturing.
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Fifth Influence: Invitation to Interfaith Activism
Seeking a theological rationale for my D.min project, I learned rudimentary
lessons in how to do, and teach others to do, sound ministry and spiritual
companionship in a multicultural, multifaith world. I determined to practice what
Cracknell calls “radical openness.” The way of “radical openness” was modeled by
Jesus himself for us to imitate. It results in hospitality as warm and genuine as that
Jesus extended to all persons. It is based, Cracknell says, on “affirmation of the
dignity of all.”28 It puts in our hearts the “universal longing for, and seeking after,
truth, peace and justice.”29
What are some pathways to “radical openness” which are acts of spiritual
companionship?
1. Encourage inclusive worship gatherings of patients, families and staff.
2. Invite dialogue with staff, patients, families and volunteers of other faith
traditions in settings where there is no attempt to seek common ground, but
instead to offer an open space to “pass over and come back.”
3. Survey members of our community from other cultures and faith traditions
about how we can more visibly welcome, include and offer spiritual
companionship to them in the Baylor community.
4. Direct all patients, families, staff and volunteers to explore the rich resource of
our Interfaith Garden of Prayer and raise it up as a symbol of inclusion and
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living out the dream of Rev. George Truett, Baylor’s founder, of becoming a
place where all can come for healing.
5. Continue to teach the art of spiritual companionship that applies universally to
all, regardless of faith or culture, to our staff.
6. Remind all chaplains of the Chaplains Code of Ethics (also attached)
of the Association of Professional Chaplains, which requires us to work every
single day with sensitivity and openness to support, listen and learn from
those of other faith traditions than our own.
7. Personally pass over at every opportunity to learn more about other faith
traditions and other cultures from conversations with the diverse people with
whom I work.

I think that the ideology of inclusion will shadow me wherever I turn, cast a
light on whatever I see. A quilter once said that to be a quilter, one has to learn to
“Piece by yourself, quilt together.” I link her wisdom to inclusive spiritual
companionship. We piece our faith by ourselves from the information and inspiration
we receive, but then we are called to piece our faith with those of others around the
world, equally loved by God, to make a quilt of divine community where we are, to
one another, spiritual companions.
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CHAPTER 2: BUILDING A PROJECT TO NURTURE SPIRITUAL
COMPANIONSHIP

With the certainty that I had a good concept for a D.Min project, but no idea
how I would go about accomplishing the goal of nurturing spiritual companionship
for our patients and families, I began to frame a proposal for the work. After many
drafts and redirection from Howard Stone to consider this a multicultural ministry
project rather than a pastoral care one, and thus to change to Kenneth Cracknell for
mentoring and project advising, I outlined the one that begins the series of appendices
to this paper which illustrate the ways and means that the project was completed.
(D.Min Project Proposal, Appendix A)
I realized after an initial round of research and conversations with health care
colleagues about the directive from JACHO to provide spiritual and emotional care to
patients that I had a project that would benefit my organization at the same time it
satisfied the D.Min project requirements. So I approached my supervisor at that time,
Travis Maxwell, and my department director, Mark Grace, and asked for support for
the time I would spend researching how to approach nurturing spiritual
companionship within our institution. (Baylor University Medical Center Proposal,
Appendix B)
Justification for requesting support was not only the JACHO requirements
recently added to the daunting list of criteria for accreditation, but also pressure from
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the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC), which awards the coveted
Magnet status to institutions with exemplary nursing care, to emphasize patients’
spiritual and emotional care as key parts of their overall health care experience. The
time, from an institutional perspective, was right for resources to be directed toward
finding new avenues for bolstering spiritual and emotional care… care that had
become a universal job requirement for health care workers. Chaplains are key
spiritual caregivers, often leading the way by example and coaching. But they are
few among the many, and the clarion call for spiritual companionship was now being
directed to everyone.
I also harbored my own theory that patient satisfaction ratings so vital to
retaining a competitive edge in a bustling market of health care providers would
benefit from enhanced spiritual and emotional care, as well as employee satisfaction
and job retention, all important potential positive side effects of the project that
justified my appeal for support.
I pitched the proposal, and waited to hear back from my supervisor. I knew I
would do the project with or without financial support because it had become my
vision. More importantly, I coveted the institutional buy-in to the importance of the
goal. I will never forget the morning I received the telephone call from Travis
Maxwell, saying that our department director, Mark Grace, and John McWhorter,
chief executive officer of Baylor University Medical Center, had approved 12 hours a
week of my time to devote to this quest to find new ways to nurture patients
emotional and spiritual care. At the time the call came on my cell phone, I was
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standing outside the Rothko Chapel in Houston, just about to enter to meditate in the
sacred space inside and pray for God’s help on the work ahead, work that I hoped
would unleash a new high of compassion and human kindness to our patients and
families.
I looked around the interfaith chapel and saw, on each small bench set aside
for prayer and quiet reflection, a sacred text from many of the major world religions.
Other people of diverse cultures and faiths joined me in silence. I remembered how,
standing where main hallways intersect two busy Baylor hospitals, I sensed being at
the crossroads of the world. People of all nationalities, cultures and faiths come to
Baylor, and they are beautiful to see, sometimes in native dress of other countries,
often speaking in languages foreign to me. I prayed that this project would blanket
them all with spiritual and emotional comfort and compassion at a difficult time.
I knew that Baylor University Medical Center has the capacity to provide
amazing physical care; my own family members have been touched by miracles of
healing there. And I knew there would be great potential to enhance spiritual care,
and great openness from the staff to learn new spiritual care skills. In early reading
for my work, I found this description of a hospital grounded in spiritual and
emotional care of both those who come for healing and those who come to work
there:
A Healing Hospital is a place characterized by thousands of small
and wonderful things and a few big ones. At the center is love. The
Healing Hospital is a concept that, more than anything else, supports
a strong culture of caring. It expresses the deep passion of both
patients and caregivers. This is a passion in the human cry of the
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suffering patient. It is a cry for help, and for love. And it is also the
silent call emanating from the eyes of caregivers who seek real
support from leadership in their desire to respond to that human
cry.30

I had total faith, as an employee of 15 years, that Baylor University Medical
Center does not turn a deaf ear to those cries. When given the opportunity to help
raise the bar on spiritual and emotional care, I was humbled and ecstatic. I knew we
had the leadership that would make this project fly, when the right direction was
found. I resonated with John Shea’s observation that “In some faith-based health care
organizations, spiritual sensitivity and spiritual knowledge are included in the criteria
for leadership. Spiritual interest in the life of the organization becomes a structural
commitment to the spiritual development of everyone from patient to employee.”31
I knew we had that capability. The “yes” I received that August morning at
the Rothko Chapel inspired me from that moment on. I strongly believe the theory
Peter Senge and others put forth in the wonderful book, Presence: “The only change
that will make a difference is the transformation of the human heart.”32 I knew we
have an ample supply of kind hearts at Baylor Hospital. How to harness them for
nurturing even more spiritual and emotional care was the question.
At this point in my life and in my career, I knew this was not a project I could
do alone, nor would I want to try. To make even the smallest shift in enhancing
30
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something as fundamental as spiritual care of patients required a culture prepared and
open to the concept. It took buy-in from clinical departments, administrators, my
team members in pastoral care, and many, many others.
Early in the work, Paul Boumbulian graciously volunteered to be my
Community Project Advisor. He quickly become my teacher, coach, cheerleader,
pipeline of contacts, library of resources, mentor and friend. Boumbulian is a
passionate proponent of spiritual care in hospitals, a longtime health strategist, key
builder of Parkland Hospital District’s network of community clinics, former
professor at The University of Texas Southwestern Medical School and national
consultant for many other health care projects.
The long and winding road he traveled beside his beloved wife, Elizabeth,
through her prolonged illness and eventual death created in him a passion for any
work that improves spiritual and emotional care of patients. He welcomed the chance
to help me move this project from concept to fruition. His first piece of advice was
that I put together a multidisciplinary task force within BUMC to guide my work and
create a base of accountability.
The task force would need to understand how the project fit with the business
strategies of the hospital. A great boon was that CEO John McWhorter placed the
project under the Spirit of Excellence Culture umbrella directed by Teresa Schardt,
RN, MSN. Her basic commission for the Spirit of Excellence Culture was to enliven
excellence in patient care and track patient satisfaction, giving reward and recognition
when deserved and training and improvement opportunities for underachieving areas.
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She enthusiastically and graciously took the project and I both under her wing and
helped me compose a Spiritual Companionship Project Committee (Committee
Roster, Appendix C). This group contracted to meet with me 30 minutes every month
immediately following her overarching Spirit of Excellence Culture Leadership Team
Meeting.
Time is the most scarce commodity available at Baylor, and these people are
leaders, “movers and shakers” effecting positive changes in myriad ways. The
discipline of meeting with them monthly and having a concise report that informed
them, invited their input warmly, and kept the project on track was an excellent
growth experience for me. Invariably there were necessary absences of some of the
committee members, but the meeting notes were distributed faithfully by an
invaluable administrative assistant, Lisa Hill. (Meeting Note Samples, Appendix D).
We met faithfully and forged ahead toward the goal, gaining excitement and
momentum as we went. The committee met monthly from Fall 2004 through our last
meeting, a celebration luncheon, in June of 2006. Each member has been a wise
counselor to me, a key voice in the project’s development, and a source of vision and
energizing, fun collegiality.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCHING BEST PRACTICES

The first and somewhat daunting task of my project was to research what was
being done at hospitals in other parts of the country in the area of nurturing spiritual
companionship. Unlike mortality rates or head counts of patients who acquire an
infection while hospitalized, the practice of spiritual caregiving is nebulous and hard
to document or measure.
It felt like what is described in Presence, where economist Brian Author said
in his interview with the authors that creative projects, by nature, “encompassed
suspension and redirection, but it also linked these to a different way in which action
arises, through a process called ‘a different sort of knowing.’” He continued:
“The key is careful observation. In a sense, there’s no decision
making. What to do just becomes obvious. You can’t rush it. Much
of it depends on where you’re coming from and who you are as a
person. All you can do is position yourself according to your
unfolding vision of what is coming. A totally different set of rules
applies. You need to ‘feel out’ what to do. You hang back, you
observe. You’re more like a surfer or a really good race car driver.
You don’t act out of deduction, you act out of an inner feel, making
sense as you go. You’re not even thinking. You’re at one with the
situation.” 33
Arthur pointed out parallels in science as well, saying that “most scientists
take existing frameworks and overlay them onto some situation,” while “first-rate
ones sit back and study the situation from many, many angles and then ask, ‘What’s
fundamentally going on here?’ My observation is that these outstanding people have
33
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no more intelligence than the ‘good’ scientists do, but they have this other ability, and
that makes all the difference. The first type of understanding tends to be the standard
cognitive kind that you can work with in your conscious mind. This inner knowing
comes from here. (pointing to his heart) Every one of us has experienced this in
different ways, consciously or unconsciously.”34
Studying best practices in spiritual care definitely required a “different kind of
knowing” from our entire spiritual companionship project committee. Through
research, site visits, phone interviews, one personal experience of a hospitalization for
Jonathan during that time and observing in one clinical area, I heard gifted, dedicated
persons speak from the heart about what they were trying to do to enrich spiritual care
of patients and families. A few voices suggested spiritual care for employees, too.
The project committee learned with me and we collectively used our inner feelings as
a guide to make sense of what we learned and to find our own path among those paths
others showed us.
I was fortunate to be assisted in best practices research by the Marketing and
Planning Leadership Council of The Advisory Board Company in Washington, D.C.,
a resource used at Baylor University Medical Center when benchmarking research on
health care issues and opportunities is needed. The Advisory Board Company
Inquiry Brief is included in full as Appendix E. The research company did their usual
broad sweep of the country looking for spiritual care programs at hospitals. They
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also provided contacts who were willing to talk to me further about what was in place
in their organizations for fostering spiritual care.
While I did not find a model that seemed to fit Baylor for nurturing spiritual
companionship in their report, I did learn several key factors to remember when
pressing forward with the project:
1. Support by the institution’s senior executives for building a culture of spiritual
companionship is fundamental to success. Administrators need to be aware
that this culture building process requires their involvement and support at
every step for the idea of total patient care… mind, body and soul… to take
hold.
2. Chaplains and pastoral care staff lead most of the programs encouraging
spiritual care for patients, which could be a positive or a negative factor in
influencing other employees to embrace the concept. Unlike the usual pattern
of referring spiritual needs of patients to chaplains, the new JACHO standards
require that all employees provide spiritual care. If chaplains teach the
programs, it might be harder to break the established patterns and convince all
employees of their accountability as spiritual companions.
3. Some hospitals in the group researched by the Advisory Board Company are
seeing direct correlations with intensified efforts at spiritual care and
increased patient satisfaction.
4. Sessions and in-services on spiritual care are often made mandatory to
emphasize to employees that all staff members are responsible for tending to
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the spiritual and emotional needs of patients. The in-services are tailored to
teach different departments with various types of patients how they can
practice spiritual care.
5. Training for nurses is often considered first priority because they often are
first to assess the spiritual and emotional needs of patients.
6. Early on the distinction between spirituality and religion is made so that staff
are not concerned that the training for spiritual care is an attempt to convert
them from their own faith tradition.
7. Staff members are already involved in spiritual care and often pray with
patients and participate in religious rituals or practices. They are attuned to
spiritual and emotional needs and provide spiritual care along with the
chaplains in times of crises or death.
8. Current patient survey instruments make it hard to track satisfaction of care
provided for their spiritual needs.
9. Spiritual care initiatives are not limited to faith-based institutions. Nonsectarian hospitals are also offering spiritual care training to staff.
10. Training in spiritual companionship is often included in new employee
orientation and in additional sessions that use videos, interactive teaching
methods and power point presentations. These last from ½-1 hour.
Besides the research from the Advisory Board Company, which was helpful
but didn’t offer a model that I felt was worth replicating, I also visited many hospital
websites where spiritual care programs or institutes for spiritual care are in place. I
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interviewed several other key sources who are championing spiritual companionship
in their organizations elsewhere in the U.S. by phone or in person while attending a
conference on measuring spirituality at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Maryland.
One of those interviewed was Steve Ivy, former director of pastoral care at
Parkland in Dallas and now senior vice president for values, ethics, social
responsibility and pastoral services at Clarion Health System in Indianapolis, Indiana.
Ivy introduced me to several ideas “outside the box” of the usual approaches I had
been hearing about for teaching spiritual care. First, in one of the innovative
programs at Clarion called The Gift of Caregiving, nurses, social workers and child
life professionals lead a 2-day retreat for health care professionals. Soul-searching
and self-care is the agenda, with a look at what brought the participant to health care,
what keeps them there, and what threatens them with burnout most. Participation had
been very high (3,000 attendees system wide at the time of the interview) in this
program, which was not required nor used as remedial intervention, Ivy said.
The other interesting program he joint ventured developing with Clarion’s
chief nurse executive. Called “Sanctuary for Healing,” the program offers different
department managers the option to help staff members make their area more healing
for work. Some of the staff-initiated changes included, so far, allocating a small area
of the department for meditation space, or participating in team building or
community building exercises. The plan for the “Sanctuary for Healing” is as
individual as the work group making it.
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Steve began redirecting my thinking toward spiritual companionship training
that is focused on the caregivers, not only the patients and families. He introduced
me to the theory that spiritual care cannot exist in a vacuum of self-care. I would hear
much more on that theory with the two site visits that followed his interview. From
his input, I knew to take a nursing manager along with me on the site visits so that
whatever we saw at Houston’s medical Mecca would be seen with clinical as well as
pastoral eyes. He also echoed the advice from the National Advisory Board
Company to make it clear that our training was spiritual, not religious, in nature. In
his funny way, I still remember Ivy saying, “If employees confuse the two and think
you are going to be teaching them about the Bible, they’ll be offended, and you’ll be
dead in the water with this project before you even start.”
I continued best practices research by observing staff at work on several
clinical floors, seeing firsthand how spiritual companionship was being offered to our
patients. I had a wonderful experience while watching employees working on a
mobile mammography unit. I was encouraged at the obvious spiritual care in
progress as they handled a steady stream of women patients in varying states of
anxiety and stress. I saw them practice: courtesy, active listening, providing complete
information on what to expect, humor, touches of kindness (“have a blessed day” was
the sendoff message for each patient from the receptionist), and in several instances,
the staff put the patient’s needs first. I learned from that one observation experience
how busy and pressed the staff are to engage in any kind of training, but how
receptive they are to practice spiritual companionship, even when time is scarce.
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The other units I was scheduled to visit and observe were derailed by lifethreatening illness for my son, Jonathan, which required a week’s hospitalization at
Baylor. This hospitalization began his season of palliative and hospice care, and
made me even more dedicated to the project for the sake of others who suffer illness
and approach death in the hands of hospital staff. I observed plenty, from the vantage
point of a patient’s family member, including excellent spiritual and emotional care
for both of us, for the most part. The week reinforced what I had seen in my one
observational visit: the staff was ready, interested and the time was right to interject
training that would nurture spiritual companionship.
A trip to Houston with Tricia Ault, a respected clinical nurse manager on a
challenging floor populated primarily with patients with chronic lung disease,
rounded out our best practices research. We visited Memorial Hermann Healthcare
System where we met Tim Van Duivendyk, vice president of spiritual care & Louis
Smith, Jr., executive director, Spiritual Leadership Institute. They had many
interesting approaches to instilling spiritual care into the core values of their
employees, including teaching modules on Cultural and Spiritual Sensitivity and
Assessing and Attending to the Spiritual Needs of Patients. These were taught in
auditoriums on the campuses of the system’s hospitals with a mix of chaplains and
representatives from clinical and business areas as faculty. Memorial also offered a
Spiritual Wellness Center and Spiritual Leadership Institute where leadership training
courses were offered on personal spiritual development and gaining deeper selfunderstanding. One interesting approach Memorial used was screening candidates for
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employment with the Hartman Value Profile that indicated whether persons seeking
employment had compatible values to those of the organization before they ever came
to work.
The visit at Memorial Hermann was early on a beautiful Spring morning.
Tricia and I left it inspired, but still searching for the right formula for enhancing
spiritual care within the culture of Baylor University Medical Center. We met Rabbi
Samuel Karff at the John P. McGovern, M.D. Center for Health, Humanities and the
Human Spirit. We did not know that what we were about to find would give shape
and form to our passion for spiritual care and become the heart of our project,
providing us with materials to enrich spiritual companionship for our patients while
simultaneously enriching the lives of a very dedicated and deserving group of
employees at BUMC.
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CHAPTER 4: CHOOSING SACRED VOCATION AS OUR PATH TO
NURTURING SPIRITUAL COMPANIONSHIP
It did not take us long after meeting Rabbi Samuel Karff to know we had
found an unusual person and a deep thinker. In his soft-spoken way, he told us about
his vision for enhancing spiritual care in hospitals. It came from years of visiting
members of his synagogue when in the hospital, and from his own time as a patient.
He decided that it was the persons closest to the direct care of the patients who should
be cultivated as spiritual companions…those women and men who changed the
linens, brought the trays, gave the baths, positioned and repositioned weary, hurting
bodies all day and all night, those who cared for body, mind and spirit most
intimately. Rabbi Karff had the outline of the program he thought would help the
direct patient caregivers in his coat pocket on index cards at the time of our meeting.
He pulled it out, and described a six-week encounter that would, through group
discussion, activities and self-enrichment exercises, help these caregivers to see
themselves as healers in a sacred vocation of patient care rather than workers at a job.
Rabbi Karff described the experience he had facilitating such a group at the
pilot site for his program, St. Luke’s Episcopal Hospital. He told us how he made
sure the Sacred Vocation program took place in a very nice atmosphere, with
refreshments each week. The patient care assistants were welcomed each time with
enthusiasm and respect. The circle of participants grew closer with each session,
facilitated by Rabbi Karff where they were assured of total confidentiality. The series
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of sessions ended with a graduation day, a happy occasion with special friends and
family included.
It was not necessarily the content of the program that drew my colleague and I
into the vision of Sam Karff, it was the intensity of the man and his desire to nurture
spiritual care giving. His method seemed brilliant in its simplicity, and his idea to
target those closest to the bedside first to seed a culture of spiritual companionship
giving made more sense than any model we had discovered in all the other research.
Tricia Ault and I only spent one hour with Rabbi Karff, but we left him knowing we
had found what we were looking for. We could not wait to return to the project
committee and begin gathering support to bring Sacred Vocation to Baylor.
I read The Tipping Point by Malcolm Gladwell early in my project research.
I intuitively felt that Sacred Vocation had the potential to be a “tipping point” in our
culture. Rabbi Karff was obviously one of Gladwell’s “connectors,” one who could
“span many different worlds” because of “something intrinsic to their personality,
some combination of curiosity, self-confidence, sociability, and energy.35 He also
had a heart for kindness and a compulsion for encouraging spiritual care of self and
others.
But as we left his unique aura and headed back to Dallas, I worried that
perhaps Sacred Vocation would not be enough of a “deliverable.” After all, the
project started with the goal of teaching everyone, in every job, the art of spiritual
companionship. Would reaching only our patient care techs be too narrow a scope?
35
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But I remembered the rationale in The Tipping Point for tackling a small group to
effect a big change. Gladwell writes:
This is the first lesson of the Tipping Point. Starting epidemics
requires concentrating resources on a few key areas. … A critic
looking at these tightly focused, targeted interventions might dismiss
them as Band-Aid solutions. But that phrase should not be
considered a term of disparagement. The Band-Aid is an
inexpensive, convenient, and remarkably versatile solution to an
astonishing array of problems. In their history, Band-Aids have
probably allowed millions of people to keep working or playing
tennis or cooking or walking when they would otherwise have had to
stop. The Band-Aid solution is actually the best kind of solution
because it involves solving a problem with the minimum amount of
effort and time and cost.36
I saw how this “band aid” approach of teaching spiritual care first to those
most intimately involved and most accessible to the patients could be a case in point
for Gladwell’s theories. He wrote that to find a tipping point takes nothing short of
“reframing the way we think about the world.”37 Isn’t that exactly what Rabbi Karff
had done? And when Gladwell wrote, “What must underlie successful epidemics, in
the end, is a bedrock belief that change is possible, that people can radically transform
their behavior or beliefs in the face of the right kind of impetus,”38 he captured the
spirit of Rabbi Karff that had intrigued and excited my clinical partner and me so
much about his program.
With those thoughts fueling the desire to bring Sacred Vocation to Baylor as
the programmatic component of my D.Min. project, I co-authored with Tricia Ault
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and Teresa Schardt the proposal that took the idea to CEO John McWhorter within a
week of our visit with Rabbi Karff, included as Appendix F. Rabbi Karff came and
visited with my project committee; my project advisor, Kenneth Cracknell, and
McWhorter, and later in the afternoon described his program to all the nursing
managers we could gather on relatively short notice. Our CEO said, “Go for it.” All
who heard Rabbi Karff’s presentation were drawn into the concept and the promise it
held for patients and staff to be the beneficiaries of a new day of spiritual and
emotional care, led by the patient techs. The months of research and inquiry had come
full circle. Sacred Vocation was chosen as our means to the end of nurturing spiritual
companionship.
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLEMENTING SACRED VOCATION
From the moment the proposal to implement Sacred Vocation was approved,
positive energy and pure fun began, along with a ton of work. The Spiritual
Companionship Project Committee became advisors on when (days of the week and
times of the day) to offer the sessions to make them most user friendly and how to
communicate about them to our patient care technicians (known as “patient techs” or
simply “techs”). The committee identified four nursing units whose techs would be
encouraged to take the training first, and four others whose techs would intentionally
be asked to wait until the next six-week session so that the impact of the training on
patient’s perceptions of spiritual and emotional provided by techs could be studied
immediately after graduating the first class.
But before the first session began in September of 2005, there was important
groundwork. To get a feel for the culture that the techs worked in, three of them were
chosen for in-depth interviews about their work, their typical workday, their lives and
their challenges. Nursing supervisors helped to select the three interviewees,
specifically looking for a blend of high and mid-range performers of varying ages and
tenure at Baylor (those selected had tenure ranging from 3 to 30 years). I spent
delightful hours of visiting with three women, using as the basis of my interview
questions supplied by the developers of the Sacred Vocation program. What I learned
helped me, the other two facilitators and the program coordinators in Houston get
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“inside the heads” of those who would be in our classes. Transcripts of the three
interviews are included in Appendix G.
Finding the right additional facilitators was another important piece of
preliminary work, work that was richly blessed. Paul Boumbulian, community
advisor to the project, introduced me to Chick Deegan, an experienced nurse who had
become a nurse educator and also was an experienced counselor. Chick is deeply
committed to relationship-centered care and was eager to learn how to facilitate
Sacred Vocation sessions.
I was searching for a prospect for the second facilitator who would bring
diversity to our team, and I literally had a “God moment” while walking early one
morning. I wanted facilitators who had been patient caregivers and who knew the
intense labor of those who would be in our program. I had 25 years of experience as
a caregiver for Jonathan, who was physically dependent on others for all of his
personal care, feeding and mobility. Chick had her rich nursing background.
“Who could join us?” I mused as I walked. Suddenly, I heard from my divine
source, “The answer is right in front of you.” It took another circle around the park to
figure it out. The answer was Denita Wade, a wonderful woman with a background
in business, customer relations and group facilitation who had joined Jonathan’s
caregiver team along her mother. Denita is vibrant, approachable, and gifted in
bonding with people. The trust she earns and interest she shows in each person
encourages participation. She is also deeply committed to compassionate patient
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care. We made a Sacred Vocation team together that was equipped, compatible, and
eager for the task ahead.
After training with Rabbi Karff and Ben Amick, III, a former Harvard
professor in sociology who became a co-developer of the Sacred Vocation program
responsible for much of the business development and research attached to it, we
could not wait for the sessions to begin. (Training cut a day short, I might add, by the
approach of Hurricane Rita to Houston that prompted evacuation of the building in
The Texas Medical Center where the training was taking place. Ben Amick
demonstrated his own spiritual companionship that evening as Houston residents
bailed out by hosting us, dining with us at one of the few restaurants open, and
picking us up at 4:30 a.m. the next morning to chauffeur us to the airport using back
roads whenever possible in order to get the first flight out. The training was continued
at a later date in Dallas, far from the hurricane zone!)
In the month prior to rollout of Sacred Vocation, Teresa Schardt and I, along
with our other two facilitators when they could join us, hosted 20 Orientation
Sessions that spanned all shifts on a Wednesday and a Sunday. The flier that
announced these sessions is Appendix H. The orientation sessions offered the techs a
time to learn about the program, take a break from their work, and enjoy great
refreshments and hospitality. The wording of the invitation to the orientation sessions
began to set the tone of the program, totally affirming to techs:
This Spirit of Excellence program aims to recognize you for working
compassionately with patients and to enhance how you feel about
your job. You will learn…
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That your job is a “sacred vocation”—you have the
power and the opportunity to help brighten, heal and
nurture the spirit of your patients.
How meaningful you are to your patients.
How to positively and sensitively connect with people
while showing respect for their personal, religious or
cultural backgrounds and choices.
How to share your ideas about how Baylor can
support your work as a sacred vocation.
Even before these well attended orientation sessions, a comprehensive
communication effort coordinated by the BUMC Public Relations Department was
blanketing the organization with news of Sacred Vocation. A managers’ email group,
publications and brief presentations to management meetings, nursing leadership
meetings, and administrative meetings as well as to the BUMC board, all were part of
the rollout of the program. A second flier, announcing the exact times and dates of
the sessions, included as Appendix I, was distributed at each orientation session.
Copies were available to pick up on posters throughout the campus for several weeks
prior to kickoff. Follow-up publicity in the Spirit of Excellence newsletters, seen in
Appendix J, kept the momentum going as the Sacred Vocation sessions occurred
from September 2005 through April 2006.
The first session of Phase I coincided with asking patients on our identified
units (four with participating techs/ four with nonparticipating techs) how they
perceived the spiritual and emotional care offered by their techs on the question
shown in Appendix K, which was an add-on to the point of service questionnaire
distributed to patients on the day of discharge. Another angle on measurement of the
effectiveness of the program was the survey in Appendix L. Techs completed the
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survey on their current job satisfaction and perception of themselves as spiritual
caregivers on the second week of the program, and then they were asked to repeat the
survey months after finishing Phase I of Sacred Vocation.
Painstakingly, the stage for Sacred Vocation was set. We offered five
different rounds of Phase I, each with 7 class sections running at different times of
day on different days of the week. The techs registered for the class section that
would best fit their schedule, and they poured in. Before we finished the
implementation, more than 200 techs graduated from the program. While paid for
time spent in class, techs were encouraged to do the program on their off-duty time,
not while at work, so as not to create patient care shortages and frustrated co-workers.
This response was totally voluntary and somewhat amazing since participating took
personal time away from their families, other activities, and, in some cases, muchneeded sleep before their next shift. Many techs drove back in on their day off to take
the classes.
There are 3 Phases in the Sacred Vocation program. It is easy to provide an
overview of the material covered; much harder to capture the spirit of the techs
attending and commitment to use the program as a life-enrichment experience. The
outcome of every group was the enhancement of the techs’ sense of work as a
“Sacred Vocation” and of their calling as spiritual companions, not only to the
patients and families, but also to one another.
The combined effect of the 3 phases was to help the techs find themselves and
their calling in order to be healers to our patients and to one another. One theorist,
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Stanford’s Michael Ray, considers the shift in sense of self-central to creativity. To
access deeper sources of creativity, he believes the key is two questions: “Who is my
self?” And “What is my Work?” When we talk about “Self,” said Ray, “we’re
talking about your high self, your divinity, your highest future potential. And by
asking ‘What is my work?,’ we’re asking what is the purpose of your existence or
what are you meant to be.”39 Sacred Vocation invited the techs to explore this vital
sense of self within the following framework of Phase I, II and III:
Phase I
The six 90- minute sessions in Phase I covered the following subjects:
Session 1: “Validating a Human Life”
The class looks at what gives meaning to their lives, and what their values are.
They share their good attributes by telling what they hope co-workers say about them
if asked how it is to work with them. They look at a fictional woman’s life
accomplishments, and evaluate them as to whether they should be included in her
funeral eulogy. Then, they take quiet time and think about what they hope will be
told about them at their own funeral years down the road… what they hope to
accomplish in life, what they hope to be known for, how they hope to have made a
difference. They are asked to think how work fits into their life plan, with the
message that too much time is spent at work not to find reward and meaning there.
Session 2: “Discovering the capacity to heal”
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The class reconvenes and talks about “healing moments” they have experienced in
the past week, both healing things they have done for patients, friends and family, and
healing things people have done for them. We share times that we experience the
good feeling of being where we are supposed to be, doing the work we are called to
do. The idea of seeing themselves as “healers” in a Sacred Vocation is introduced in
this session.
Session 3: “Discovering the capacity to harm”
The flip side of being a “healer” is being a “harmer.” In this session, we candidly
admit examples of times we have harmed rather than healed in our interactions with
co-workers, patients and families. This session lends credibility to the whole
program, by acknowledging that work has its frustrations and moments employees are
not at their best. But it returns to positive energy by using case studies of patient care
situations where harm had been done, and asking the techs what could be done
differently to turn a harming circumstance into a more healing one. Both
environmental obstacles to being a healer are examined and attitudinal ones. The
session’s activities create awareness in the techs that they have a choice of how to
respond to negative situations and attitudes, and “No one can take away my power to
heal,” which is the powerful theme, repeated often during the whole program.
Session 4: Developing Sacred Vocation Coping Tips
Techs create role-plays of stressful and challenging situations they encounter at
work. These can be quite funny, yet are candid and revealing about the challenges of
dealing with nurses and co-workers; difficult patients and families, and heavy
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workloads, especially in the event of staffing shortages. After the role plays, which
sometimes prove cathartic and encouraging because they see others encountering the
same challenges, the patient care techs work together to come up with “Coping tips”
that can be applied in the daily challenges they face, a list that becomes one of the
important takeaways of the program. A bucket of popcorn ready for a movie night
with family and friends is awarded to each tech for their “blockbuster” performances
in the role-plays. The bonding that has taken place in prior sessions is intensified
with this fun but productive session.
Session 5: Developing Oath for Healing
The last session before graduation from the program is an exercise where the techs
together draft their Sacred Vocation Oaths, commitments they want to make as to
how they will care for patients, families and one another in the future. These are read
in unison at graduation the following week in front of supervisors, managers, and
family members who attend. After graduation, they are printed on a laminated badge,
which techs wear behind their photo i.d.
Session 6:: Graduation! Techs celebrate their accomplishments of the past five weeks
and the strides they have made in understanding the importance of their work as
healers. Techs talk about the experience while enjoying a graduation cake and other
special refreshments. They say their oath aloud in unison, and supervisors and
managers compliment them publicly and affirm them as valued team members.
Phase II
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The Sacred Vocation program seeks not only to affirm the techs and help them gain
an identity as healers and spiritual companions, it also seeks to empower them to
recommend changes in the workplace that will create an environment conducive to
being healers. Phase II takes more work, more commitment. Techs who either
volunteer or are recommended by the facilitators form a working group of 12-15
persons who represent the interests of all the techs in the organization. Over five
weeks, they tackle the job of identifying positive changes that they feel need to be
made. The content of the five sessions, which are held on paid time, cover:
Session 1: Identify work flow and work as sacred vocation.
Session 2: Identify work environment obstacles and facilitators for removing them
Session 3: Decide how the work environment can be changed to support work as
Sacred Vocation
Session 4: Develop action plan recommendations
Session 5: Present action plan to management.
Phase III
Phase III teams techs with chaplains to sustain the momentum of their newfound
status as healers and awareness of their role as spiritual companions. Chaplains
consult techs about patients to whom they are referred, asking them what the family
dynamics are like and for any helpful information on the patient’s current status
emotionally and physically. Chaplains can ask techs to give special attention to
patients who are in particularly difficult circumstances, including those who have no
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family or support system. Likewise, techs can consult chaplains about challenging
patients or personal circumstances and seek personal pastoral support.
Follow-up social and continuing education activities, including Sacred
Vocation “alumni” meetings and learning modules taken to each floor by tech leaders
and chaplains for quick educational sessions offered in the break rooms, reinforce
what the graduate learned and give them a chance to share experiences and support
one another as they seek to live out their oaths.
Phase III also is a time to follow through and implement all the action items
identified by the techs in Phase II. The goal of the action plan is to remove any
organizational barrier to working as healers in a sacred vocation and to build new
programs which help the techs find meaning in work and provide spiritual and
emotional care to one another and to patients and families. Two examples from the
initial Phase II recommendations being implemented currently in Phase III are the 1)
Walk in My Shoes Program, where nurses and techs trade roles and observe each
other’s work for ½ day in order to foster understanding of their distinct but equally
valuable contributions and 2) reinforcing communication between techs and nurses
and techs with other techs and allied health professionals both during the shift and at
shift change to be certain all important background information on patients is
transmitted in a timely way that supports the highest quality of patient care.
These are only two examples of 14 recommendations approved for implementation
from Phase II of Sacred Vocation (of 16 total suggestions) spilling over into Phase
III, which has no foreseeable ending.
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I believe I speak for all of us who facilitated the Sacred Vocation Program in
saying that we learned far more from the techs than they from us. These men and
women are the heroes of health care in our estimate, after hearing their stories about
the nature of their demanding work. They are naturals at spiritual care… most of
them feel a special calling and aptitude to the intimate bedside care they provide.
They love the patients and the opportunity work affords them to build special
relationships. Many of them recount with pride how patients come back to the unit
with flowers or cards, or how sometimes current in- patients know when they will be
at work next and ask for them by name.
In my reading, I found several insights that captured the sentiments shared by
the techs during the implementation of Sacred Vocation. One of my favorite
contemporary theologians, Henri Nouwen, said, “We are all healers who can reach
out to offer health, and we all are patients in constant need of help. Only this
realization can keep professionals from becoming distant technicians and those in
need of care from feeling used or manipulated.”40 I sensed that our techs had long
known this truth, and, in reaching out steadily to offer health, had avoided becoming
anything like a “distant technician.”
The techs experienced a time to be open to their own spirituality and to talk
about how it impacts work. We were very careful to stay on the spiritual plane rather
than delving into specific religious beliefs, and the techs seemed very comfortable
with that boundary. They often mentioned prayer as a coping tool, for example, but
40
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not which church they attended or specific prayers they used. In their eagerness and
openness to speaking of spiritual things, the techs verified the theory I read in
Spirituality and Health Care:
The inevitable flipside of dealing with the spiritual interests of the
patient … is to focus on the spiritual interests of the caregivers
themselves. Some spiritual teachers would contend that the desire to
be open to the spiritual perceptions and questions of another
somehow presupposes some conscious contact with one’s own
spiritual search. Perhaps this has always been part of the inner,
motivational world of many caregivers. Now, however, many are
asking that it come forward in an explicit way. If they pursue it,
caregivers begin to walk a spiritual path, personally developing as
they care for others.41

The excitement and support surrounding the implementation of Sacred
Vocation Phase I and II over the course of 9 months in 2005, and the ongoing
commitment by my department leadership and our CEO to keep the gains of the
program alive in Phase III, tell me that I work for a unique and exemplary
organization, one that “cares for its own,” and lives out the ideals set forth here:
If the health care organization is committed to delivering holistic
care, a care that encompasses the physical, mental, social, and
spiritual aspects of being human, then it also should be interested in
the physical, mental, social and spiritual health of its employees. It
would be contradictory to try to deliver spiritual care in a spiritually
uncaring environment, to try to give to others what has not been
given to you. Therefore, the organization as a whole must include
the spiritual in how it attends to its employees if it hopes they will be
spiritually sensitive to one another and to the various clientele they
serve. William J. Bazan and Daniel Dwyer note that ‘High quality
services cannot be delivered by organizations or people who are not
spiritually grounded…. Burnout distances caregivers from the
recipients of their care, and the entire organization must be
41
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committed to employees’ spiritual needs to assist in preventing those
negative responses.’ The organizational interest in the spiritual wellbeing of its employees is part of its mission of holistic care.
In and of itself an organization cannot create people’s spiritual
beliefs and spiritual sensitivity. But it can be supportive of the
resources that a person brings to work. It can cultivate and elicit the
spiritual consciousness and motivation that is already there. The
supposition is that people have an essential spiritual aspect and they
are encouraged and satisfied when that side of them is recognized
and invited into the workplace. An organization that is spiritually
interested understands this deeper level of people, what Abraham
Maslow called ‘the farther reaches of human nature.’ It searches out
ways to tap into it.42
The implementation of Sacred Vocation at Baylor University Medical Center
has every prospect of qualifying as one of Gladwell’s tipping points. The raw
material of spiritual companionship seems to be innate within the heart of a
committed patient tech. Unleashing that force by encouraging the techs to use their
unique skills at spiritual and emotional care and to recognize their singular
importance in the patient’s experience was the work of Sacred Vocation. Teaching
the techs how to use powers within themselves to transform harmful situations into
healing ones and empowering them to become change agents to create healthier work
environments can tip our culture significantly toward greater spiritual care for
patients and employees alike.
I left the Sacred Vocation implementation project a full believer in something
I read in a fascinating book by organizational gurus Ian Mitroff and Elizabeth Denton,
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a quote from one of many executives they interviewed regarding spirituality in the
work place:
“Perhaps the most telling reflection of all was the following: ‘I
believe that there is no alternative to organizations becoming more
spiritual. The only organizations that will survive are those that have
a deep value base. But values are not enough. It has to be something
more universal. Most of corporate America doesn’t realize it, but we
are running out of gimmicks to motivate the work force. The only
thing that will really motivate people is that which gives them deep
meaning and purpose in their jobs and in their lives in general. This
thing is not a gimmick. Whatever you call it, it is spiritual at its
base.43
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CHAPTER 6: EVALUATING PROJECT RESULTS

Did Sacred Vocation nurture spiritual companionship in a multicultural,
multifaith health care setting? Varying indicators are assembled here to help answer
the question and, in so doing, assess whether the goal of my d.min project was
achieved. First, many comments of the techs who took Sacred Vocation are included
in Appendix M. These comments were qualitative add-ons to a quantitative survey
the techs completed on graduation day. The quantitative results showed that 100
percent of the techs found the sessions to be beneficial, and 100 percent would
recommend the Sacred Vocation Program to a co-worker. Given that the content of
the program was focused on teaching techs to be healers of spirit and body who saw
work as a sacred calling, nurturing spiritual companionship seems a natural byproduct.
Techs also demonstrated more awareness of their roles as spiritual
companions in interviews for the Spirit of Excellence “Excellence in Action”
newsletter. One tech, Gloria Bagsby, said “The classes were inspirational and opened
my eyes to see patients’ emotional and spiritual needs in a new light.” Another tech,
Carla Levels, said, “The Sacred Vocation Program is one of God’s ways of reminding
me of the importance of the work I do with patients, families and coworkers.
Showing compassion is part of living out my faith.” Tech Melissa Van Hecker
added, “The training has helped me become a more understanding person. I think I
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relate better to my patients and my coworkers. Along with the doctors and nurses, I
see myself as a healer, as someone who patients can talk to and cry with.”
The pride the techs took in their graduation certificates, shown in Appendix O,
and the joy evident in all their graduation group photos, Appendix N, point to the
effectiveness of the training in lifting the spirits of those providing the preponderance
of personal care to our patients. The techs, when asked to identify a gift they would
appreciate for graduation, said they would like a sweater with “Sacred Vocation
Graduate” on the front and the Spirit of Excellence and Baylor logos on the back.
These sweaters have become a mark of pride and a symbol of an employee devoted to
spiritual companionship.
One of the strongest indicators that the project did nurture spiritual
companionship was the work the techs did on composing their group’s Coping Tips
like the one in Appendix P and Sacred Vocation Oath like that found in Appendix Q.
I believe only spiritual companions who have received nurture themselves could have
crafted oaths including pledges to:
•

Be a source of hope that heals the body and spirit

•

Be honest and respectful of all

•

Show empathy to patients and families

•

Exercise patience as I work with patients and co-workers

•

Take care of myself, so that I have what I need to care for others

•

Enter through the doors with a prayer for my patients and coworkers
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•

Use my hands with tender compassion to heal and not to harm

•

Respond in a timely manner and treat all patients equally

•

Be friendly, gentle and kind

•

Be empathetic, patient and understanding

•

Listen for needs, feelings, hopes and fears

•

Meet the patient where they are
Another important measure was the question asked of patients about their

perception of how their techs provided emotional and spiritual care. There was a 7
percent increase in positive perceptions by patients of their own techs’ ability to meet
emotional and spiritual needs after participating in Phase I of Sacred Vocation.
Appendix R is the detailed report of the surveys of participating techs at the
beginning of the program, then repeated after several months had passed. There were
improvements in scores after the training in these vital areas: work satisfaction,
affective commitment, meaning from work, intent to stay, communication and mental
health.
Another positive evaluation for the Sacred Vocation implementation is the
volume of participants who came from a broad spectrum of nursing units and found
enough meaning in the sessions to continue attending through graduation. The roster
of more than 200 attests to the relevance of the program in nurturing spiritual selfcare and spiritual companionship. Graduates represented nearly every nursing unit at
Baylor, showing the widespread appeal of the program.
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The feedback I receive from the techs and, recently, from the chaplains who
work side by side with them, tell me the D.Min. project is a success. I asked a tech
recently what physical care she did that was also spiritual and gave her a chance to be
a healer. Her answer touched me deeply: “Everything I do! Brushing their teeth,
bathing them, turning them, helping them to the bathroom… all of these are spiritual
acts too!” That response was perfectly in tune with what I envisioned could happen if
spiritual companionship was nurtured. A chaplain told me, “I see the Sacred
Vocation program working. I came around the corner and found two techs in a circle
with a family praying over the sick loved one together. They welcomed me into their
circle, and I was deeply moved.”
After the implementation, a huge party was thrown for all 219 graduates and
their special guests. There was jazz, and fun, and great food, and lots of celebrating
and prize drawings. There was a time for testimonies from the techs, and a time for
thank you and praise for them from administration and nursing. Other reflections of
the success of the project’s effort to nurture spiritual companionship came from three
respected colleagues. Teresa Schardt, who was a wonderful proponent of the
program and champion for the techs, wrote:
“The purpose of my work is to raise patient, employee, and physician
satisfaction through a service excellence culture. Patients expect us
to be competent, to have the right tools to do our jobs well, and to
have their condition improved when they leave the hospital. If that is
our total focus, many patients will leave our hospital feeling that they
could have received the same care and outcomes anywhere else. Our
goal is to please our patients in body, mind, and spirit. So often it is
the emotional and spiritual needs of the patient that bother them most
while hospitalized, rather than their chief bodily ailment. Every staff
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member needs to understand his/her role in providing for the holistic
needs of each patient. Some staff members need development in this
area while others have a natural affinity for spiritual assessment and
deep, meaningful conversations. This program has accomplished
that for us through a wonderful curriculum, excellent facilitators and
coordination, administrative resources and support, and an audience
that previously felt less valued by the professionals on their teams.
The Sacred Vocation program has had a strong impact on our culture
and service excellence success since its implementation that began in
September 2005. As a critical mass of our unlicensed assistive
personnel (219 members) has recently completed the program, our
patient satisfaction has increased across every service line.
Our techs have worked with a greater sense of purpose and pride
since completing this valuable program. Many techs proudly wear
their graduation present sweaters and respond to administrators on
rounds more proactively than before this program. They want to give
their input, greet us in hallways and meetings, and desire for us to
round on their pleased patients. They have been very good to and for
our patients and families, as well as the hospital as a whole.
Our president, John McWhorter, often remarks in numerous
audiences, “Sacred Vocation© is one of the best investments we have
made as a hospital in the last ten years!” Since beginning our service
excellence culture transformation in August 2003, I can also say that
the techs who work in their sacred vocation each day have done more
for the emotional and spiritual support of our patients, families, and
even co-workers than anything else we have implemented. Baylor is
better for having found this profound way to improve job satisfaction
of these valuable individuals and impact our relationships with our
patients and families.
Whether our patients are born, recuperate, improve their health, or
die here with dignity, it is satisfying to know that this very important
part of our workforce is well equipped to minister to their deepest
needs.”
Chick Deegan, co-facilitator of Sacred Vocation, told of her experience with
the groups and with the Sacred Vocation program:
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“The entire Sacred Vocation experience taught me many things...
How the human experience ties us all together, and how we all want to make a
positive difference in the world.
How, in life and in organizations, we assign value to people/roles/classes
based on a high low paradigm, and by so doing, limit their engagement,
involvement, energy and ability to influence.
How very little it takes, simply an invitation, to light the light within and
wisdom and energy abound.
The power of storytelling as a "measurement" tool.
And, with the Phase II group, how they came together as individuals still
questioning their ability to influence and find voice for their Sacred Vocation
as healers and left a small community of powerful souls ready to make a
difference...making their offer, not waiting to be asked.
Finally, as part of the adopted family at BUMC, I was always assessing
through my organizational development lens for alignment between values
and actions...in strategy, tactics and leadership action. I have never
experienced a more sincere and congruent community of individuals called to
the mission of healing and the heart felt, spirit driven efforts that people go to
help patients and families.”
Finally, Tricia Ault, the R.N. from the Spiritual Companionship Project
Committee who was with me the day we discovered Rabbi Karff and Sacred
Vocation, remarked:
“This project has been so exciting to be involved in. Ever since I first
heard of Jennifer Rowley’s vision of this idea it has raised so much
genuine excitement from not only me but from others who have been
involved in one way or another in the project or participants who
have gone through the program.
The results that I have seen on my unit have been very noticeable.
Staff realize that by their actions they can harm or heal the patients. I
receive more written and verbal comments from patients regarding
the emotional aspect of support provided to them and the profound
difference it has made to them. Staff also feels more comfortable
praying with patients and talking openly about this. Before the
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program was in place, I don’t believe that staff felt comfortable
talking about praying with patients because it was something that
was never openly discussed that’s it’s ok to do this. Now staff knows
that it’s ok. It’s like they’ve been given permission and heard this is a
great thing to be able to provide to patients that ask for it. The second
piece to that last statement is this program has shown our techs that
you can provide spiritual support to patient without feeling like you
are forcing your religion or belief system on the patients. This has
been extremely beneficial to techs and patients.
The staff also feels the importance of their work. That what they do
has an impact on patient’s recovery. I have heard techs state that they
feel better about themselves and what they do because of this
program. It has rejuvenated some about coming to work.
Overall, I believe this project/program has not only met but also
exceeded our expectations. We continue to improve our daily process
in order to continue to strive for excellence in all aspects of patient
care.
Jennifer has been instrumental in the success of this program.
Without her effort, time, ideas and passion we would not be where
we are today. And it can only get better from here.”

These men and women who work as patient techs help me realize the power
of potential, the impact a vision can have. Gladwell closes The Tipping Point
acknowledging what I feel has happened through this project:
“But if there is difficulty and volatility in the world of the Tipping
Point, there is a large measure of hopefulness as well. …In the end,
Tipping Points are a reaffirmation of the potential for change and the
power of intelligent action. Look at the world around you. It may
seem like an immovable, implacable place. It is not. With the
slightest push—in just the right place—it can be tipped.”44

44

Gladwell, TheTipping Point, 259.
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CHAPTER 7 : ONGOING IMPACT AND POTENTIAL OF SPIRITUAL
COMPANIONSHIP PROJECT
The contemporary collect in the Book of Common Prayer for the day set apart
to remember St. Luke reads: “Graciously continue in your church this love and power
to heal…” I believe the prayer applies to hospitals too... our love and power to heal
needs to continue to infinity. Though much work has been done in nurturing spiritual
companionship so far at Baylor University Medical Center, the work will never end
as long as one patient remains in the hospital’s care.
The encouraging news is that resources are in place to continue the
momentum of the Sacred Vocation program, and the commitment to enhance spiritual
care far beyond the boundaries of that program runs deep. Some of the future plans
for the Sacred Vocation graduates are:
To include the techs in times of worship such as the interfaith service for
World Health Day as shown in Appendix S. Sacred Vocation graduates joined other
clinical members in leading the prayers, and then were the ones who blessed the
hands of co-workers.
To create a group of Sacred Vocation Alumni who plan get-togethers, help
teach new learning modules on topics related to spiritual care to co-workers, share
“healing moments” at regular staff meetings like the letter in Appendix V received
recently by a graduate, and generally help keep a high profile on spiritual care
initiatives
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To offer the Phase I Sacred Vocation training several times during each year
for new techs or techs who could not attend the sessions so far
To visit techs on the units during “tech rounds,” offering support and helping
them continue to feel important and affirmed
To utilize chaplains and Clinical Pastoral Education residents assigned to each
floor to support and seek pastoral care referrals from patient care techs
To offer Sacred Vocation Phase I to staff chaplains, with CEUs available from
the Association of Professional Chaplains, so that they understand what the techs
have experienced and know better how to support them.
To implement Sacred Vocation Phase II recommendations from techs for
improvements in the broad categories of Communication, Teamwork, and Providing a
Supportive Work Environment
To have an annual Sacred Vocation Celebration where all techs who have
taken the program come for renewal of their Sacred Vocation vows and for
recognition of their work as healers at Baylor
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CONCLUSION

The past two years have nurtured spiritual companionship in ways beyond my
imagination when this D.Min. project was conceived. The vision for what spiritual
companionship can offer is explored in Parting, the earlier writing project on spiritual
care of those near the end of life that provided inspiration for this one.
What we hope our techs have learned about the art of spiritual companionship is this:
When you sign on to be a spiritual companion, you enter a two-way
street. You invite intimacy, and you share from your own soul. You
are a source of strength, but you look to your companion for
inspiration and moments of strength as well.
You open the window for peace to surround you and the one who is
ill, and you feel its breeze on your face.
You look for truth, for the expression of candid and deep feelings
ranging from agony and anger to joy and acceptance, and find you
must bare your feelings also.
Both of you will grow. You will care for one another. And you both
will find the shared journey to be a healing release and spiritual
companionship to be a shelter in the cold night of illness.45
An apt reflection of what I have learned through undertaking the project is this:
“‘Bidden or not bidden, God is present.’ These words, carved in
Latin over the door to the office of philosopher and psychoanalyst
Carl Jung, are as true or false in the workplace as they are anywhere
else. If we don’t believe them—really, functionally, in our gut—then
the idea that work can be a source of spiritual insight, comfort,
challenge and growth is absurd and a folly. If we do believe them,
then the workplace becomes just one more place, one more
opportunity, where the divine reality can be encountered in a tangible
way.

45

Holder, Parting, 3.
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Why would we want to look for God in our work? The simplest
answer is that most of us spend so much of our time working that it
would be a shame if we couldn’t find God there. A more complex
reason is that there is a creative energy in work that is somehow tied
to God’s creative energy. If we can understand and enter into that
connection, perhaps we can use it to transform the workplace into
something quite remarkable.46
I believe that the work of nurturing spiritual companionship in a hospital that
embraces persons of every culture and every faith has immeasurable rewards for the
spiritual health and job satisfaction of every employee. For all who take on this work,
two of the most critical messages of Sacred Vocation are important to remember:
1.We are all healers at work in a Sacred Vocation and 2. No one can take away our
power to heal. Letters like the one in Appendix T show how the graduates are
impacting patients, families and one another.
As I finish this important work I chose as a focus, I return in my mind to the
Rothko Chapel seen in Appendix U, where this whole D.Min. project took flight. In
that place of peace I read the prayer for healing in a sacred Jewish text and wrote it
down, remembering a time I once heard it sung by a cantor with a mystically
beautiful voice. It addresses God in this way:

MI SHEBERACH, A Prayer for Healing
Mi Sheberach avoteinu
Mekor habrakha l’imoteinu
May the Source of strength
Who blessed the ones before us
Help us find the courage
46

Gregory F.A. Pierce, Spirituality at Work (Chicago: Loyola Press,2001), xiii.
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To make our lives a blessing.
And let us say: Amen.
Mi Sheberach imoteinu
Mekor habrakha l’avoteinu
Bless those in need of healing with refuah shleima:
The renewal of body.
The renewal of spirit,
And let us say: Amen

I will hope, and pray, that the work of nurturing spiritual companionship will
know no end, and that as we practice the compassionate art of spiritual care and
encourage it from others, we will “make our lives a blessing” and find our own
renewal of body and spirit as the reward of healers in our own sacred vocation.
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APPENDIX A
D.Min Project Proposal
Jennifer Holder Rowley, MPH, M.Div.
Brite Divinity School
Submitted to Kenneth Cracknell, PhD, Project Advisor
January 12, 2006
Project Name
Nurturing Spiritual Companionship in a Multicultural, Multifaith Health Care Setting
Project Description
To enhance spiritual and emotional care of patients, families and those who work with
them in a multicultural, multifaith health care setting.
Project Goals
• To identify best practices in spiritual and emotional care at leading health care
providers in the United States.
• To review current literature on the topic of spiritual and emotional care of patients
and health care professionals in multicultural, multifaith health care settings.
• To identify and implement a program for health care professionals creating
awareness of the vital role of spiritual and emotional care in the holistic care of
patients, families and colleagues.
• To measure impact of the program on patient satisfaction scores and job
satisfaction scores for employees providing the most intense level of direct patient
care.
Project Resources
• Best practices research supplied by the National Health Care Advisory Board.
• Site visits and phone interviews of leading proponents of spiritual care.
• Current literature review in health care field on spiritual and emotional care
offered to patients, families and employees.
• Mentoring and oversight by Spiritual Companionship Project Committee at
Baylor University Medical Center, a multidisciplinary task force of the Spirit of
Excellence including colleagues from Pastoral Care and Counseling.
• Funding to implement and measure impact of identified program at Baylor
University Medical Center from Spirit of Excellence FY 2005 and 2006 budgets.
• Collaboration with Rabbi Samuel Karff and Ben Amick, Ph.D., innovators of the
Sacred Vocation program created through The John P.McGovern, M.D. Center
for Health, Humanities and the Human Spirit of the University of Texas Medical
School in Houston.
• Ecumenical studies at Brite Divinity School with Professors Kenneth Cracknell
and David Nelson, extending from Fall Semester 2005 through Spring Semester
2006.
Project Accountability
Doctoral student will seek counsel from D.Min project committee composed of Kenneth
Cracknell, project advisor, Brian Feille and Edward McMahon. Paul Boumbulian serves
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as community advisor for the project with depth of experience as a health care planner,
strategist and inspired proponent of spiritual care. Clinical consultants to the project also
include Teresa Schardt, M.S.N., and Robert Fine, M.D.
Doctoral student will communicate and meet regularly throughout Spring 2006 semester
with D.Min project committee members, community advisor, project consultants and
Spiritual Companionship Project Committee at Baylor University Medical Center.
First draft will be provided to all reviewers by April 10 to allow time to incorporate
refinements and make needed revisions before required oral examination by the D.Min
project committee preceding graduation in May 2006.
Project Choice Rationale
As a chaplain in a huge teaching hospital envisioned a century ago by founder Dr. George
Truett, pastor of First Baptist Church Dallas, as a hospital where, he said, “persons of all
faiths, and those of none, can come with equal confidence,” I am deeply committed to
encouraging spiritual and emotional care for our patients, their families, our employees
and all who enter our doors. The need for spiritual care is universal when confronting
illness or death. To enhance the ability of all health care professionals to offer sensitive
spiritual and emotional care to patients, families and one another is the project I chose for
my D.Min. work. It will remain a priority in my ministry for years to come.
I received institutional support to pursue this topic from my employer, Baylor University
Medical Center, because their Spirit of Excellence initiative acknowledges the spiritual
component of patient/family care at Baylor. Also, the Joint Commission for the
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) acknowledges that patients’
psychosocial, spiritual and cultural values affect how they respond to their care. JACHO
emphasizes spirituality and emotional well being as important aspects of that care. A
recent article in the Joint Commission Journal on Quality and Safety entitled ‘Addressing
Patients’ Emotional and Spiritual Needs,” states that a review of current literature
“provides strong evidence that emotional and spiritual needs affect health outcomes and
hospital financial outcomes… and overall patient satisfaction. Care for patients’
emotional and spiritual needs can therefore be considered a component of overall health
care quality.” By choosing this topic of great interest to my organization and to other
health care providers, I gained financial support for my work. The goal is that my work in
this area can impact the quality of spiritual and emotional care offered to persons in great
need at times of unusual vulnerability in life.
Project Evaluation
Evaluation sources to include:
• D.Min project committee, community advisor and consultants.
• Spiritual Companionship Project Committee of the Spirit of Excellence at Baylor
University Medical Center.
• Patient Satisfaction Scores on identified units before and after spiritual care
awareness program implementation.
• Employee satisfaction scores on same units before and after implementation.
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Spiritual Care Project at Baylor University Medical Center
Project Focus:
Enhancing Spiritual Care of Patients and Families at Baylor University Medical Center
Project Description:
Based on academic research and qualitative research with patients and families at BUMC
during FY 2004-2005, create a teaching module and simple handbook that that enables
any BUMC staff member to provide sensitive spiritual care to “those of all faiths and
those of none” as they minister to the physical needs of patients and families.
Rationale:
 The Spirit of Excellence initiative acknowledges the spiritual component of
patient/family care at Baylor University Medical Center. This project would
equip staff to provide spiritual care to patients of any faith or culture by teaching
basic pastoral care skills that engage patients in meaningful spiritual
conversations.
 JCAHO openly acknowledges that patients’ “psychosocial, spiritual and cultural
values affect how they respond to their care” and addresses spirituality and
emotional well-being as important aspects of patient care. A recent article in the
Joint Commission Journal on Quality and Safety entitled “Addressing Patients’
Emotional and Spiritual Needs,” states that a review of current literature
“provides strong evidence that emotional and spiritual needs affect health
outcomes and hospital financial outcomes…and overall patient satisfaction. Care
for patients’ emotional and spiritual needs can therefore be considered a
component of overall health care quality.” Chaplains in Baylor’s Pastoral Care
and Counseling Department are able teachers of the art of spiritual care and
strongly believe that spiritual care, far exceeding the domain of chaplains, is a
form of care all Baylor employees can offer.
 BUMC’s current patient satisfaction survey asks patients to rate the “degree to
which hospital staff addresses your spiritual and emotional needs.” This project
would enhance the ability of staff to address such needs, and potentially result in
greater patient satisfaction with spiritual and emotional care. The survey offers
one measure of the effectiveness of this project after implementation. In a dual
benefit, meaningful spiritual encounters staff would have while providing spiritual
care could have a positive effect on job satisfaction.
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Spiritual Companionship Project Committee at
Baylor University Medical Center (BUMC)
Chairperson: Jennifer Rowley, M.Div., MPH
Members:
Tricia Ault, Clinical Manager, 8 Roberts
Teresa Schardt, Director, Spirit of Excellence Culture
Dora Bradley, Nursing Education Director
Dr. Robert Fine, Director of Clinical Ethics and Palliative Care
Joyce Grant, Clinical Manager, Breast Imaging Center
Marcella Owens, Clinical Manager, 2 Jonsson
Jeffery Place, Administrative Supervisor, Nursing Administration
Margaret Qualls, Human Resources
Denise Renfro, Guest Services
Randy Elms, Director, Volunteer Services
Tammie Dooley, Mobile Breast Imaging
Travis Maxwell, Pastoral Care, Oncology Chaplain
Jann Aldredge-Clanton, Oncology Chaplain, Interfaith Task Force and
Healing Environment Project Leader
Mike Mullender, Manager, Pastoral Care
Remy Tolentino, Chief Nursing Officer
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Spiritual Companionship Project Update: January, 2005
From Chaplain Jennifer Holder
I.

Research
September 2004- May 2005
 Graduate Courses on Multicultural Ministry, Brite Divinity School
Complete (Fall semester 2004): Ecumenics, Mission and Interfaith
Dialogue
In Progress (Spring Semester 2005): Interreligious Dialogue: JewishChristian
 Mayo Seminar on Measuring Spiritual Care: November, 2004
 Research with project advisory committees at Baylor, Brite Divinity
School (ongoing)
 Intensive Phone Interview with Steve Ivey, Senior Vice President for
Values, Ethics, Social Responsibility and Pastoral Services, Clarion
Health System, Indianapolis, Indiana
 Literature review (ongoing)
Upcoming Feb/March/April 2005
February:
o Observe on pilot units randomly during February to better
understand target audience of teaching materials
o Engage Health Care Advisory board to survey industry for best
practices in spiritual care of patients, families and staff
o Site visit to Houston Medical Center Complex
Interview with Rabbi Sam Karff, leader of spiritual care
initiative at St. Luke’s Medical Center and Tim Van
Divendyke, director of Memorial System’s Institute for
Spiritual Leadership
April/May:
Utilize focus groups to gain feedback on concept of spiritual
companionship project and drafts of teaching module and spiritual
companionship handbook before pilots begin on identified units

II.

III.

Create Teaching Module and Handbook for Spiritual Companionship
February/March 2005
Create draft of spiritual companionship handbook and teaching module
with input from Spiritual Companionship Committee and D.Min
Project Committee at Brite Divinity School
Pilot Spiritual Companionship Program
June 2005-December 2005
o Coordinate teaching of spiritual companionship module and provide
handbooks in draft form to staff on identified pilot units
o Make needed editorial modifications to materials based on input during
pilot project
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IV.

Measure, Report & Evaluate Results
New resource: Dora Bradley, Ph.D., R.N., new in Nursing Research and
Education, from a Kansas Seventh Day Adventist Health System involved in an
initiative with a kindred focus to ours. One of her chief areas of interest is
measurement of spiritual/emotional satisfaction levels of patients, families and
staff. Has agreed, enthusiastically, to join project team.
July-December 2005
Monthly reports at spiritual companionship project meetings from team leaders of
participating pilot units using standardized reporting tool to be developed.
January 2006
Project summary and report of results of pilot to spiritual companionship project
committee, Spirit of Excellence leadership team, Pastoral Care Department and
others to be identified.
April 2006
Doctoral Project Paper on Spiritual Companionship Project submitted by May
2006 to committee at Brite Divinity School.

VI.

Rollout Program to BUMC staff
Spring 2006

VII. Needed from Spiritual Companionship Project Task Force
1. Editorial input/feedback/ refinement of creative materials
2. Identify patients/families/staff for focus groups
3. Committee members to go on site visit to Houston with project leader
4. Project Task Force Roster!
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Spiritual Companionship Project Update: April, 2005
Chaplain Jennifer Rowley, Project Leader
I. Research
After a site visit to Houston by Chaplain Jennifer Rowley and Tricia Ault, R.N., a
presentation on the Sacred Vocations program by its developers, Rabbi Samuel Karff and
Ben Amick, III, Ph.D., has been scheduled on April 19, 2005, 1-2:30 p.m. in Beasley
Auditorium. The audience will include BUMC administrative leaders, the Spiritual
Companionship Project Committee, Spirit of Excellence Leadership Team, Pastoral Care
Chaplains and other invited guests.
The Sacred Vocations program has been piloted very successfully at St. Luke’s Medical
Center in Houston. It was developed by Rabbi Karff in his work with The John P.
McGovern, M.D. Center for Health, Humanities and the Human Spirit
at The University of Texas Medical School at Houston.
Key Components of the Sacred Vocations program include:
A. Work first with those most closely linked to patients (techs/aides) to help them
discover a sense of sacred vocation in their work
B. Allow time on the job to participate in a series of groups (5 sessions at 1.5
hours/session) on the following topics:
1. Building trust with patients and co-workers.
2. Finding real meaning in work as part of the healing team.
3. Healers can also harm… how do we avoid harming?
4. Obstacles to being a healer and how to address them like: worries at
home, conflict with co-workers, difficult patients and families, etc.
5. Creating a “Hippocratic oath” for their work with patients
C. Follow training several months later with a renewal session of participants.
Evaluate how Sacred Vocations program made a difference. Include sharing time
and time for rededication.
II. After April 19 presentation, Spiritual Companionship Project Committee to
formalize proposal on Sacred Vocations program and seek administrative decision
on whether to adopt for use at BUMC and, possibly, later at other BHCS facilities.
III. Program implementation: July-December, 2006
IV. Measure, Report & Evaluate Results of Spiritual Companionship Program
A. Add spiritual/emotional care questions to point of service questionnaires on identified
pilot units in May 2005 to obtain baseline scores on spiritual/emotional care offered
patients and families.
B. Repeat survey on pilot units following Sacred Vocations
(or alternative) program implementation, December 2005
C. Evaluate and report results, January/ February 2006
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APPENDIX F
Implementation Proposal for Sacred Vocation Project
at Baylor University Medical Center
Prepared by Chaplain Jennifer Rowley, Teresa Schardt, R.N. and Tricia Ault, R.N.
April 25, 2005
I.

Project Description
Sacred Vocation is a project developed by Rabbi Samuel Karff of the John T.
McGovern, M.D. Center for Health, Humanities and the Human Spirit and
colleague Ben Amick, III, PhD. of the School of Public Health, both divisions of
The University of Texas Medical School at Houston. The Sacred Vocation Project
was piloted successfully at St. Luke’s Episcopal Hospital and is supported by St.
Luke’s Episcopal Health Charities.
The aim of the Sacred Vocation Project is to enhance the spiritual and emotional
care of patients by cultivating a sense of sacred vocation in those who work with
them. This aim is accomplished by following these guiding principles:
Nurturing the spirit of patients by first nurturing the spirit of the
employees/caregivers
Realizing that all employees have the power to heal and the power to harm
Discovering that the employee-as-healer self-identification helps give
meaning and validation to that employees’ life
Changing work to allow for meaningful experiences to occur

II.

Sacred Vocation Project Phases
A.
Phase I: Recognizing Work as Sacred Vocation
Patient Care Technicians and Patient Care Assistants, who spend the most
time one-on-one in direct patient care, attend five 1.5 hour sessions and a
graduation ceremony. This phase increases the worker’s knowledge of
work as sacred vocation and establishes the connection between work and
spiritual identity and spiritual care of patients.
i) The five sessions cover:
Session 1: Validating a human life
Session 2: Discovering the capacity to heal
Session 3: Discovering the capacity to harm
Session 4: Developing Sacred Vocation Coping Tips
Session 5: Developing Oath for Healing
Graduation
B.
Phase II: Reorganizing Work as Sacred Vocation
Smaller groups of Patient Care Technicians and Patient Care Assistants
(focus groups) are invited to develop recommendations to management
about changes in the work environment that could support work as sacred
vocation.
i) The five sessions cover:
Session 1: Identify work flow and work as sacred vocation
Session 2: Identify work environment obstacles and facilitators for
removing them

April 29, 2005
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C.

III.

Session 3: Decide how the work environment can be changed to support
work as Sacred Vocation
Session 4: Develop action plan recommendations
Session 5: Present to management
Phase III: Sacred Vocation Growth and Renewal
Groups of graduates meet periodically with staff chaplains to update and
share experiences, to track the impact of the program in their lives and in
the workplace, to support one another and to renew their oath.

Proposed Implementation Plan at Baylor University Medical Center
The Sacred Vocation Project can be implemented during FY ‘06 at Baylor
University Medical Center in the following sequence of activities:
A.
Summer, 2005 at Baylor University Medical Center
The project begins at BUMC with comprehensive communication to all
staff, volunteers, donors, physicians and board members about the project,
goals, how it operates, impact on our culture and how its effectiveness is
measured. Particular emphasis is given to orienting nurse managers and
staff nurses who support the participation of the Patient Care Technicians
and Patient Care Assistants in Phase I sessions and graduation.
(During this period of time, baseline information is taken on patient satisfaction with
current spiritual and emotional care from point of service patient satisfaction surveys and
from the NRC patient surveys from identified pilot units and control units)

B.

Fall/Winter FY ‘06
Three facilitators are trained in a three-day session in Houston with Rabbi
Karff and Dr. Amick to lead the Phase I Patient Care Technicians and
Patient Care Assistants sessions and graduation ceremony. As soon as
possible following the training, groups of Patient Care Technicians and
Assistants on the identified pilot units begin to meet. After the pilot units,
train all Patient Care Technicians and Patient Care Assistants in
Fall/Winter FY ‘06.

C.

Spring/Summer FY ‘06
Phase II focus groups with a representative sampling of graduates of
Sacred Vocation occur to seek ideas for positive changes in their work
areas which can continue to foster a sense that work is sacred vocation and
support excellence in spiritual and emotional care of self and others.
Measurements and reports of program effectiveness compiled and
presented to BUMC leadership, nursing managers, employees, volunteers
and boards.
Phase III Renewal groups of graduates begin meeting to update and share
experiences, look at the effect of the changes made in the workplace,
support one another and renew their Sacred Vocation oath.

April 29, 2005
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IV.

Required Resources for Sacred Vocation Project Implementation
Support for Patient Care to devote time off the floor during work shifts to attend
Sacred Vocation sessions (1.5 hours weekly for five weeks plus graduation for
participants in Phase I; additional time for those chosen to participate in Phase II)
Sacred Vocation Project Coordinator for FY ‘06 (8 hours weekly of Chaplain
Jennifer Rowley’s time with remaining 24 hours weekly allocated for palliative
care & bereavement care coordination for a total of 32 hours to be included in the
Pastoral Care Department Budget)
PR Communication Support for orienting BUMC to Sacred Vocation project
3 Facilitators (Chaplain Jennifer Rowley plus two non-BUMC employees to be
identified) trained for three days in Houston and compensated as contractors to
BUMC for each series of sessions facilitated
Administrative clerical support to coordinate meeting schedule/locations of
groups of Patient Care Technicians and Patient Care Assistants
Market research support to measure program effectiveness qualitatively and
quantitatively using patient surveys

V.

Measurements of Sacred Vocation Project Impact
Added questions on spiritual and emotional care and support on point of service
patient surveys on pilot and control units
NRC mailed patient follow up surveys looking at questions related to
spiritual/emotional support
Sacred Vocation project participant feedback

VI.

Expected Return on Investment in Sacred Vocation Project
A.
The Joint Commission for the Accreditation of Hospital Organizations
(JCAHO) and the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC), which
awards Magnet status, advocate that patients have a right to spiritual,
emotional and cultural care. The national trend in health care is to
emphasize that patients’ spiritual and emotional care are important parts of
their overall health care experience. This care is the responsibility of all
employees, not only those in chaplaincy.
B.
The Sacred Vocation Project has the potential of enhancing the spiritual
and emotional health of Patient Care Technicians and Patient Care
Assistants, and in turn, enhancing the spiritual and emotional support they
can offer patients. Patient satisfaction as well as employee satisfaction and
retention are expected benefits of implementation of the Sacred Vocation
Project.
C.
In the pilot of the program at St. Luke’s Medical Center in Houston,
participant feedback was extremely positive. Comments like these from
two participants show the potential impact of the Sacred Vocation Project:
“This project has opened my eyes and heart to be a different person,
communicate, understand and to be more open and honest to others.”

April 29, 2005
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“…We were able to find out things that were never spoken or verbalized
before and I feel that this makes for a better working environment as
coworkers and friends. That in turn allows us as individuals to be able to
turn around and be able to look at our patients more as human beings and
not just another patient, and be able to provide them with the service and
support that they need and want.”
VII.

Potential for Sacred Vocation Project to extend to other BHCS facilities.
A.
The Sacred Vocation Project has the potential to be used throughout the
Baylor Health Care System based on positive outcomes and project
evaluation at Baylor University Medical Center. Resources would be
allocated by individual facilities of BHCS to underwrite program
implementation costs at that facility. The suggested vehicle for
dissemination in BHCS would be the Service Excellence Council.

April 29, 2005
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1
2
3

Tape 1A - Interview

4

Tech:

5

Interviewer: Okay, and how long have you been a real technician – patient care technician?

Interviewer: How long have you been at Baylor?

6

[inaudible]

How long have you been that?

7

Tech:

Three years.

8

Interviewer: Three years. So, this was your first position at Baylor – that you came to?

9

Tech:

Um-hum

10

Interviewer: Cool. Okay, what led you to become a patient care technician?

11

Tech:

Well, I’m a – a certified medical assistant. So, when I got hired on at Baylor I

12

thought the medical assistant in a [inaudible] unit care – unit tech at that time

13

pretty much was doing the same thing… [Interrupted by interviewer]

14

Interviewer: Was that – was that true? Did you find they were similar?

15

Tech:

16

A little bit similar. Um, I didn’t get to do any blood draws or things like that –
that I had my medical assistant… [Interrupted by interviewer]

17

Interviewer: A medical assistant sounds neat. Where would you do that roll? Where…

18

Tech:

19

Um, doctor’s offices, some hospitals, and uh, doctor’s office. I would work in a
doc – doctor’s office before I came here – so…

20

Interviewer: Um-kay. Well, you came and you stayed…

21

Tech:

22

Interviewer: There must be something worth – wha – what is keeping you in this particular

23

Yep [laughter]

job?

24

Tech:

25

Interviewer: Oh, you’re going to school? I see, working towards what?

26

Tech:

27

Actually, the schedule. The schedule is working out with me going to school.

Well, I was working toward physical tech. So, I think next year I’ll probably get
into the program – of physical tech. Hopefully, again.

28

Interviewer: That’s exciting.

29

Tech:

30

Interviewer: Is that here at Baylor?

31

Tech:

32

Interviewer: [inaudible] somewhere else.

Yeah.

No.
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33

Tech:

34

Interviewer: Okay, so you’re going to school by day and you’re working from seven to seven

35

Yeah.

a.m.? Did we wake you up today when we called?

36

Tech:

Yeah [laughter]

37

Interview:

Sorry, oh my gosh…[laughter]. I was like, “Yeah. It’s the first thing you do is

38

clarify whether it’s one on one because, you know, all the day people don’t ever

39

think about it as – as being – oh, I felt so bad.

40

Tech:

41

Interviewer: Well, we’re on the same page now. Um, when you were a kid what did you

42

Oh, no. She said, “Well, uh…[inaudible] [laughter]

imagine yourself doing?

43

Tech:

44

Interviewer: Really?

45

Tech:

46

Interviewer: How did that – how did – how do you think that came about as your own

47
48

Working in the medical field.

Yes.

ambition, or your dream?
Tech:

Mm, I don’t know. I guess just helping people. I love to help people and take

49

care of people so that just kinda spilled into high school and I did nurse assistant,

50

worked – you know – part time and then went to school for nurse assistant and

51

from there on just kinda stayed in it.

52

Interviewer: Well, okay. Um, do you see yourself doing this kind of job for a long time or

53

leading to another type of job? You’ve sort of answered that. Would the surgical

54

tech be your main goal, or would you – do you think you’d try that for a while,

55

or…?

56
57
58

Tech:

I’d try it for a while and then I’d do something else. You know, relating to that
field.

Interviewer: Um-kay. I’m just, in my mind, thinking, “people and surgery,” I guess you do –

59

guess you do work with people who – before they go under and as they come out.

60

You’re so warm, I wonder, [inaudible] I – I hope I get to keep up with your career

61

[laughter] – with what happens next. Um, can you describe for me a workday you

62

had last week? Not – not necessarily a good day or a bad day just a workday.
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Tech:

Mm. Let’s see. We come in – we come in about seven. Between seven and see

64

the last at twelve – it’s pretty busy. Pretty steady. Uh, the patients are still up and

65

going, and then about twelve they usually start to settle down for the night. So

66

between twelve and – twelve and four we kinda get a rest period. We have

67

[inaudible] a call in through the night and then at four we start getting busy again.

68

[inaudible]

69

Interviewer: So you do those every four hours, or…?

70

Tech:

With some patients – every four hours. We’ll start doing that between four and –

71

until time to home – we’re pretty steady busy again.

72

Interviewer: So a typical day for you, you don’t go home and go to sleep do you?

73

Tech:

Mm—mm. I go to school [laughter] well, now I don’t have to go to school. I’m

74

kinda resting in between because the program was so filled up. They want me to

75

wait until October to come back, uh, to re-apply again.

76

Interviewer: Um, okay. So you have to rush at first then you have a little bit of a slow period,

77

and then you get really really busy again. Okay, let’s see if, um – what are the

78

most important things that you do?

79

Tech:

80

Interviewer: Do you feel like you’re team up there works well together in support. You know,

81

Um, mainly patient care. That’s pretty much the most important thing.

do you feel support in your job?

82

Tech:

Yes.

83

Interviewer: Okay, do you – do you have your own list of things to do, or do you do what

84

people ask you to do specifically? Do you work with the RN telling you or

85

advising you, or do you go by the patient chart to know what to do, or…?

86

Tech:

Uh, actually they – they give us – um – information on the patient and what all the

87

patient requires.

88

Interviewer: At the beginning of the shift….

89

Tech:

90

Interviewer: She’ll come tell – she’ll come ask you personally?

91

Tech:

92

Interviewer: Okay. Yeah, most things do come up during the night. Don’t they.

93

Tech:

Yeah, and then the RN comes through if something else is needed then she’ll ask.

Yeah.

[inaudible] [laughter] Yeah.
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Interviewer: Yeah. Um, what part of your workday do you feel most needed?

95

Tech:

96

Interviewer: Seven to twelve peak [laughter] I’m gettin’ smart [laughter]. Okay, um, because

Mmm. That would be the seven to twelve…

97

it is so much to do as you change the shift. Okay. I’m sure people’ll get – their

98

company leaves and their ready to go – get more comfortable and cleaned up and,

99

yeah, I remember what it was like. What part of the workday is the most

100

meaningful to you? Like on this typical day you described.

101

Tech:

Uh…

102

Interviewer: What do you enjoy the most?

103

Tech:

Um, I think between four and time to go home. That way the patients are just

104

waking up and – “well how was your night?” and just asking how things went,

105

you know. You kinda know how it went, but just to get their point of view – just

106

kinda know how – your job – well, how you did. How smoothly it went, or how

107

not [laughter] smoothly.

108

Interviewer: [laughter] …nightmare.

109

Tech:

110

Interviewer: And then you’re ready to give that report.

111

Tech:

112

Interviewer: Do ya’ll all sit around a big table and the techs and assistants report and dialogue

113

Exactly.

Mmm-mm.

with the nurses?

114

Tech:

Yeah.

115

Interviewer: …at the end of the shift and the beginning of the new people coming on.

116

Tech:

Mmm, we do the checks together and then the nurses will give back the report –

117

sometimes they’ll give us a report after everything was done – after all the

118

reporting is done.

119

Interviewer: So, do you pretty much tag-team with the same people most mornings. Ya’ll

120

know each other real well?

121

Tech:

122

Interviewer: Um, could you describe for me one of – a time during the day when you felt

123
124

Oh, yeah. [inaudible] [laughter]

proud of the work you were doing.
Tech:

Uh, time of the day?
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Interviewer: Well, just a time during the day that you felt really proud of the work you were

126
127

doing sometime last week.
Tech:

Ummm, that would be the time when, uh, the patient – she was acting – uh,

128

actually, it was the family. The patient wasn’t doing so good. So I was in and out

129

of the room most the night – and the family, they were just really appreciative –

130

of the work, you know, of me coming in and checking on them and the patient.

131

That – at times like that – makes you really appreciate what your doing.

132

Interviewer: The more challenging the patient the maybe the more – even though it’s hard

133

work it’s real – sounds like it would be very rewarding.

134

Tech:

135

Interviewer: I know what a comfort it was for me during the night to see the same person all

136

night long. I thought that was – I felt for people that had the twelve-hour shift,

137

but it sure was nice to go through the whole night with one person. I’ve got – you

138

talk a lot during the night…

139

Tech:

Yeah.

That’s true. When I work eleven to seven I would get the comment, “Boy, ya’ll

140

sure change a lot – uh, I don’t think I see the same person all the time.” So when

141

I work from seven to seven it wasn’t so bad. It was like, “Oh, you coming on

142

now?” you know, “I’ll be looking for you yesterday.”

143

Interviewer: Yeah, ‘cause their awake when you see people.

144

Tech:

145

Interviewer: That’s nice. That is nice. Um, okay. Here’s one that is really interesting.

146

Describe a workday where you wished you’d stayed home.

Exactly, exactly.

147

Tech:

[giggle]…

148

Interviewer: Please start at the beginning of the day an – and we’re looking at kind of

149

frustrations an – you know – things that may show up – time to go in again. Wha

150

– what are some of those?

151

Tech:

Ummm, oh those would be the times as soon as you walk in their calling you for

152

something [giggle] and then when you leave their still calling you for something

153

[laughter]…

154

Interviewer: So, it never lets up.

155

Tech:

It never lets up. That would be one of those times.
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Interviewer: Yeah, you don’t have time to get your bearings.

157

Tech:

158

Interviewer: Sometimes do you have to start right in without report?

159

Tech:

160

Interviewer: Really?

161

Tech:

Exactly.

Uh ha.

Yeah. [inaudible] ‘Cause the techs – you – that had the patient before you is – is

162

busy with that patient or busy doing something else and they call you for

163

something. So, you kinda get – kinda get – you know, sidetracked.

164

Interviewer: How many patients do you take care of, typically?

165

Tech:

166

Interviewer: Thirteen? You’ve got to be kidding?

167

Tech:

168

Interviewer: These – these people that took care of me made me feel like there were maybe

169

Uh, tonight we’re doing 13 a piece.

No-o-o.

three others they were looking after.

170

Tech:

171

Interviewer: Yeah.

172

Tech:

173

Interviewer: Yeah. Thirteen. Okay. What helped you get through that day – that you kinda

174

Really?

Oh, that’s good [laughter].

wished you’d stayed home?

175

Tech:

Oh, I don’t know. Just a – just waiting until lunchtime to take a break.

176

Interviewer: Mm-mm. Do ya’ll get to take a break?

177

Tech:

178

Interviewer: Oh, you’ve got to.

179

Tech:

180

Interviewer: Twelve hours.

181

Tech:

182

Interviewer: Do you take an hour?

183

Tech:

184

Interviewer: Do you try to do an hour?

185

Tech:

186

Interviewer: What do you do during lunch?

Oh, we definitely try to make sure we take a break.

Exactly.

Mm-mm.

Mm-mm…

…try to do an hour and so…
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Tech:

188

Interviewer: You don’t really get too far away.

189

Tech:

190

Interviewer: Do you bring something from home?

191

Tech:

192

Interviewer: Okay. There’s not much here that’s not pretty expensive, is there?

193

Tech:

194

Interviewer: Yeah. I know. When I’m here as a chaplain…[inaudible]

195

Tech:

196

Interviewer: Um, okay. Let’s see. Do you count on your co-workers, or what oth – when

197
198

Um-mm. Usually we’ll sit and in the staffing lounge. Something like that.

No.

Mm-mm.

Oh, my goodness… [laughter]

Oh, it’s ridiculous.

you’re having a rough day who do you feel like you can reach out to?
Tech:

Definitely count on the co-workers and the nurses. So, you know, running around

199

having a rough day and their calling your name and that’s when you ask, you

200

know, “Can you please take that for me?” or the nurses would hesitate to tend to

201

their patients when their busy.

202

Interviewer: So you feel like you can raise your hand for help?

203

Tech:

204

Interviewer: Okay. Well that – that does help. Do you have any, um, do you have – do you

205
206

Oh, yeah.

use spirituality as a tool?
Tech:

207

Um, some cases. Some cases where the family members or the patient is not
doing so good, or their dying, or things like that.

208

Interviewer: How do you express that – to them, or with them?

209

Tech:

Mmm. I try to provide some kind of comfort to them, you know, uh – it just

210

depends on – on their condition or what they ask – what they ask me, or just

211

listening. Just listening.

212

Interviewer: That’s the best gift of all – a nice touch, you know, ‘cause those things out there

213

that are so comforting. Ummm. Let’s see, I think this is kinda – kinda redundant,

214

but the roughest part of the roughest day is…? Fill in the blank.

215

Tech:

216

Interviewer: What makes it the roughest day that you wished you’d stayed home, the very

217

Ummm.

roughest part?
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Tech:

Oh, when you have patients not appreciate anything you do. Oh, man. They feel

219

like their the only ones here and that they should be tended to the only one – as

220

the only one. That’s the roughest. And then they just disregard you and, you

221

know, “Well, we’re here to pay your salary.” You know, I’ve heard that before.

222

Interviewer: Really?

223

Tech:

Yes. I mean, we – the patients have gotten so disrespectful. You know, as the

224

patient, you know, having that kind of care – it’s – it’s like, why even bother?

225

You know, they won’t – [inaudible]

226

Interviewer: They probably feel like that toward all the staff, or do you feel like…

227

Tech:

All the staff. ‘Cause I get a report from the other techs and they tell me the same

228

things. You know, “This patient…,” you know, “This patient is rude and …”

229

You know, wants you to do everything for ‘em and…

230

Interviewer: So, it’s pretty consistent.

231

Tech:

232

Interviewer: They even – do they treat the nurses and other staff, and the respiratory therapist?

233

Tech:

234

Interviewer: So, people are pretty consistent in their personalities.

235

Tech:

236

Interviewer: Okay. Do ya’ll ever work together? I mean do you just laugh it off, or I’m – I’m

237

Yeah.

Yeah.

Oh, yeah. Oh, yeah.

curious about what do ya’ll do with [laughter] a patient like that.

238

Tech:

Well, hopefully they’ll be leaving soon [laughter]

239

Interviewer: Pray together that they get well [laughter]

240

Tech:

241

Interviewer: All right. Well, this is another – uh – take on the same questions, but – stress.

Yeah. That they leave soon [laughter][inaudible]

242

You know, stress is different than tough. So, what – what – uh – stressful

243

workday – what adds to the stress of the work that you do?

244

Tech:

Mmmm.

245

Interviewer: Difficult patients…

246

Tech:

247

Interviewer: …and coming in to stuff already popping all around you that…

Difficult patients.
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Tech:

Oh, they have – give you a list of things that you have to have done through the

249

night. Uh, things that you have to do through the night, and on top of having, you

250

know, your regular stuff to do.

251

Interviewer: Where do those lists come from? What – what are they…

252

Tech:

253

They come form the supervisors and someone like that, you know, having stuff to
do…

254

Interviewer: More – just extra things for those patients, or just around the unit?

255

Tech:

256

Interviewer: Oh, my goodness. That Simon Says…[laughter]

257

Tech:

258

Interviewer: Where do ya’ll even sit down to do that kind of stuff?

259

Tech:

260

The unit, or um, the learning network – things like that.

Yeah – yeah.

Uh, we’ll try to go at the computer – um – at one of the workstations in between
patient calls.

261

Interviewer: Oh, man. You can’t even concentrate.

262

Tech:

263

Interviewer: Yeah. I do that stuff too and it’s – it’s hard to…

264

Tech:

265

Interviewer: That does add to the stress, doesn’t it?

266

Tech:

267

Interviewer: Is there anything – um – we’ll get into this more, I think, the next interview, but

268

do you carry things in from home that cause stress, you know…?

269

Tech:

Oh no.

Especially when HIPPA came around. All that stuff you had to do.

Uh-uh.

Oh, I try not to. I usually go – you separate job and home. So, when you leave

270

your job, you leave your stress at the job, and then when you leave home, you

271

leave everything stressful at home.

272

Interviewer: Mm-mm. That’s a good boundary, you know? You’re – you’re young, but

273

you’re…[inaudible] [laughter]

274

Tech:

275

Interviewer: Yeah. Yeah, that is good. So, ‘cause it just – keeps kinda eating on you, doesn’t

276
277

[laughter]…learned it early [laughter]

it?
Tech:

Yeah.
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Interviewer: Umm, when you feel stressed, what helps you with like – how do you get through

279

Simon Says or Baylor Learning Network assignments with all that hubbub around

280

you? How do you do it?

281

Tech:

Umm, take one day at a time. I tell you – sometimes you don’t finish it all. So,

282

you kinda chop it up and then ask the other co-workers, “Have you done this?”

283

and “Let’s do it together.” Sometimes we’ll do it together as a group, you know,

284

to make it easier.

285

Interviewer: So, ya’ll just kind of get it up on one screen and then everybody [inaudible]. That

286

does make it a lot better.

287

Tech:

Yeah.

288

Interviewer: Yeah. So, it sounds to me like you’re describing a lot of teamwork to get you

289

through and boundaries – healthy boundaries, and – are there – is there anything

290

else that co – coping skills for Shauntina that you’ve learned?

291

Tech:

Mmmm. I’ve – teamwork up – um – this kind of – um, job – being – kind of at a

292

loss. ‘Cause you cannot do all that by yourself. I went to other floors that there

293

was not teamwork.

294

Interviewer: Really?

295

Tech:

296

Interviewer: Okay. If -- if you were in a – if you were in a position to – to be a team leader,

Yes, you were pretty much at a loss. Lost the whole night.

297

and I think you are a leader up there, how do you cope without teamwork. What

298

would you do to cope without that? What do you think the difference is between

299

your floor and other floors?

300

Tech:

301

Interviewer: Oh, really?

302

Tech:

303

Mmmm. Communication.

Oh, definitely. Other floors – they don’t even get reports from other techs during
the morning time, or any thing like that. So…

304

Interviewer: How could they know…?

305

Tech:

I know, I know, and – so our floor usually do – since everybody know each other,

306

we do our reports with each other. So, in order to communicate and know what

307

the patients need, you…

308

Interviewer: You’ve gotta.
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Tech:

310

Interviewer: I don’t know how you could do it any other way ‘cause you’d be walking in cold

311
312

on the situation.
Tech:

313
314

You’ve got to.

Yes. And some nurses, they’ve got it set up where you put everything up on a
board and you barely speak to the nurse at night, so…I don’t know.

Interviewer: Okay. Well, so that would be your – your top thing that you would implement –

315

is – te – communication to support teamwork.

316

Tech:

317

Interviewer: Okay. Great. Um, let’s see. Can you tell me about the best day you’ve had

318
319

Uh-hu.

recently at work?
Tech:

320

Oh, the best day was – um – wasn’t so much a quiet day. The patients were nice.
They weren’t too – too rowdy – um [laughter]

321

Interviewer: Yeah. They weren’t un – they weren’t unappreciative?

322

Tech:

323

Weren’t unappreciative. I think that makes the night. When the patients
appreciate what you – what you do, so…

324

Interviewer: So, that was a good – the best day?

325

Tech:

326

Interviewer: All right. Do you get attached to some of your patients?

327

Tech:

328

Interviewer: That must be nice – driving back there the next night. Tell me about your

That was a good day. Oh, yeah.

Yeah.

329

schedule. You didn’t really tell me how – are you on five days and off fi – or –

330

uh, when you work seven to seven…?

331

Tech:

332

Interviewer: Three seven? Okay. Okay. So, you’re on three days and off three days? Is that

333

Three seven.

right?

334

Tech:

On – on three and off four.

335

Interviewer: Off four. Okay. That’s – um – thirty-six long hours though. Okay. Um, what is

336

the nicest thing that’s happened to you at work? An example of some –

337

something nice. Either some patient interaction, or co – co-worker interaction?

338
339

Tech:

Ummm. They buy lunch for everyone at night [laughter] …so he ordered pizza
[laughter]
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Interviewer: Well, that’s nice.

341

Tech:

342

Oh, it was. It was. He’s a recurrent patient so, he was in – he was in a good
mood and he – in a good mood that night and just ordered lunch for everyone.

343

Interviewer: Marvelous. Yeah. It’s gratitude isn’t it?

344

Tech:

345

Interviewer: Okay. That makes for a great day.

346

Tech:

347

Um-mm.

Oh, yeah. When our co-workers – we get together and have our little lunch.
That’s good [chuckle] it breaks up the monotony.

348

Interviewer: Yeah. And those luncheons are a deep night then. So, ya’ll potluck?

349

Tech:

350

Interviewer: Okay. Like – like who will instigate that? Will somebody just come up with an

351

Yeah.

idea? Mexican or something, or…

352

Tech:

353

Interviewer: How often do you do that?

354

Tech:

355

Interviewer: But it’s fun. Yeah. I’ve been around at some of the Christmas parties and they are

356

Oh, yeah. Anybody can instigate it though [laughter] we try to do that [laughter]

Oh, not too often. We used to do it a lot, but we don’t do it too often anymore.

fun.

357

Tech:

358

Interviewer: You know, I was going to ask you – what – what do – what do ya’ll do to take a

359
360

Oh, yeah.

break? Do you socialize outside work ever, or do you just…
Tech:

361

Oo-o-o, the way our schedules are we really – um – don’t socialize too much
outside of work.

362

Interviewer: [inaudible] [laughter]

363

Tech:

364

[end]

[laughter]
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Tape 2B – Interview

2

Interviewer: Have you had any thoughts our questions from last time, or something you

3
4

thought about that you’d wished you said and didn’t, or…
Tech:

Uh – not particularly. It’s just that – uh – I thought that, you know, after we met

5

the other day – last week – last Thursday, it was like – it became a little bit more

6

exciting to me, and – uh – I thought, “Oh, I think we gonna like this.” You know,

7

and it’s good, we all gettin’ together, you know, and expressin’ ourselves. ‘Cause

8

I always thought that – uh – uh – the techs were kind of – not overlooked, but not

9

looked into deep enough. So, how much we – uh – really [tape slips] for the

10

patients, you know what I’m sayin’. So, that’s why – that’s why. We did it for

11

management, you know, on our floor and that’s about as far as it goes. A

12

questionnaire, or some paperwork, but we’ve never had the opportunity to just

13

really express ourselves like we doin’ now [laughter].

14

Interviewer: This one starts with an interesting question. Tell me about when Baylor changed

15

things recently when… [tape skipped].

16

Tech:

17

Interviewer: [tape skipped] brought down on you [tape skipped] We’re going to do things

18
19

Something that changed? Let’s see [tape skipped]

different [tape skipped]
Tech:

[tape skipped] Oh, when they, probably, some years ago when they started adding

20

jobs to us [tape skipped] function. Like – uh – uh – we used to could – they were

21

sending all of us to class to learn how to even insert Foleys, or do simple dressing

22

changes – uh – but several other things I don’t remember. We – on 2J, we never

23

really got to go. I think they cancelled the whole thing or something happened to

24

where they [tape skipped] took that out. And – uh – like, we never did those

25

classes. And we were suppose to get this rate hike, you know, behind it all.

26

Interviewer: What do think made them stop?

27

Tech:

Uh – if something happened with the – now I heard it was something on 9Roberts,

28

or something, one of the techs was doin’ a dressing change, but it was the wrong –

29

it was a sterile dressing change, which we cannot do, and I think something

30

happened with the patient. That was just, you know, talk, but – uh – it wasn’t fair

31

for us.
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Interviewer: Well, [tape skipped] had come in.

33

Tech:

Well, you know, it was – I don’t understand why a person would even do a

34

dressing change like that anyway, when you know you not ‘suppose to do that.

35

And even if a nurse – a lot of the techs, if a nurse ask ‘em to do something, they

36

just do it, without no questions.

37

Interviewer: What about the idea, though, of adding more [tape skipped] How did you – how

38
39

did you feel about that idea?
Tech:

To me – it was – to me it was okay. And – uh – people like me that been here a

40

long time, and it was, like, simple to us because of the fact that we’d been here so

41

long and have seen it so much. So, wasn’t like we needed very much education to

42

do it anyway, you know, but – uh – I didn’t mind it because they told us we were

43

getting a pay hike, behind that, you know. They would add more functions and

44

they would increase our salary and all that, you know. That was a good thing,

45

but, you know, we were…

46

Interviewer: When it didn’t happen, how did you feel then?

47

Tech:

I was kinda hurt behind it ‘cause I was really hurt because we didn’t even get to

48

go to class, you know. And I think most floors went, except 2J, maybe one or two

49

others, but some of ‘em had already got the pay hike, but we didn’t. But they had

50

cancelled all that out and we were doin’ – uh – I think they stopped – they

51

stopped us from doin’ enemas -- all that because of a lot of the problems, so. I

52

feel like…

53

Interviewer: And it never really [inaudible]

54

Tech:

Yeah. I never did particularly like it because you got your – it’s a lot more than

55

just the feel of it. You know what I’m sayin’? We – they have to educate you.

56

Your know what I’m sayin’? You got to do more than just insert a Foley. Okay,

57

you got to go get education – educated about where they going, and why this, and

58

why that, and this area. I mean just the whole education of it, not just inserting a

59

Foley. Anybody can do that. I have – my husband, which he’s deceased now, but

60

I inserted Foleys in him at home, you know. So, that was nothing new to me

61

either. You know what I’m sayin’. So – uh – we have to understand the reason
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and – and get educated more so than just somebody showin’ you how to do

63

something. I felt like that was left out a lot, you know.

64

Interviewer: How did it effect the rest of the staff to have somethin’ kinda dangled out and

65
66

then taken away?
Tech:

It – it bothered some of us, but some of us it didn’t. Uh – the newer ones, it didn’t

67

bother them at all, you know. But the ones that has been there for a while and

68

have been through a lot with Baylor, it kinda – they have the same opinion as I

69

did.

70

Interviewer: [tape skipped] That change involved job duties and procedures [tape skipped]

71

Well, hey it didn’t involve benefits. So, okay. Um – here we’re back to one that

72

we kinda discussed last time, but I think the [tape skipped] inspiration that made

73

you feel good about what you did at work [tape skipped]

74

Tech:

I think the fact that I – I’m [tape skipped] [laughter] off the lot, you know. And a

75

lot of times the patients – we have a guy from New Orleans, and – up on the floor

76

– and – uh – so he told me this morning. You know, I was in there talkin’, mostly

77

listenin’ and goin’ on, and [tape skipped] we started laughing about somethin’ and

78

he said, “You know what, Ms. [inaudible]” He said, “I ain’t laughed since I

79

[laughter] [inaudible] He said, “Are you crazy?” I said, “What?” He said, “You

80

just make may day.” You know, I said, “Oh, okay.” That just made my day, you

81

know. I told him, I said, “Look, I like to talk, so just tell me to shut-up and get

82

out your room.” [laughter] He said, “Oh, I’m not goin’ to tell you that. I’m

83

gonna tell you to sit down.” [laughter] He was havin’ a few problems. He can’t

84

find his sister, and –uh – she’s 71 [taped skipped] but he still was able to laugh

85

about other things. That made me feel good. That was the thing. I felt really

86

appreciated. Especially, when he said he hadn’t laughed in four or five days, or

87

smiled or nothin’.

88

Interviewer: Well, this is a kind of personal one, and you just pick the tough time in your life

89
90

and how you dealt with [tape skipped].
Tech:

The toughest time, I believe, in my life was when I lost my husband. Because it –

91

I had a nine-year old child at the time, and – uh – work. I was tryin’ to figure out

92

how I was goin’ to move on with it. It’s easy to say what you want to do, but the
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reality is not, or you may go around people and you, “Oh, I’m fine.” And, you

94

know, “I just have to move on.” But deep down inside that is not what you feelin’,

95

you know. And my manager at the time was, Greta – Pardue, and she would – uh

96

– she told me, “Well, Jesse, you just stay off as long as you can – as long as you

97

want.” And I’d call – I think after a week and half and I said, “No, I gots to come

98

back to work.” Because I knew what it was doin’ in that – constantly in the

99

house. If I’m in the house, I wanted to stay in the house, you know, and that was

100

just really, really makin’ me feel worse and worse and worse. So, I needed to go

101

back to work and start functionin’, and maybe that would help me to get partially

102

back to normal. It won’t get me back to normal, but partially get back there, and

103

it actually did. Because I told ‘em, “When I come back to work don’t ask me – I

104

didn’t want nobody to ask me a lot of questions. Because, I’m a loudmouth and I

105

giggle, but I’m also very sensitive. I cry real easy, and so, I don’t want to talk

106

about it. If I want to talk about it I start talkin’ ‘bout it [laughter]. Just let me be,

107

just don’t ask me nothin’, you know. After a week or so I was, you know, I could

108

talk about it, you know, but right then I couldn’t. I just needed to – that’s just me,

109

period. I have to move around and do things. It makes me feel better.

110

Interviewer: At that tough time where did you find your strength?

111

Tech:

In prayer. And I constantly did that. I would go in the bathroom and pray

112

[inaudible] breakdown [giggle] You got to hang in – I know you there with me

113

[chuckle] ‘cause, you know, I can’t do this, you know. And I would just – prayer

114

and reading the bible. [Tape skipped] people in general. I work with such good

115

people. And my family, we’re very close. And at the time, you know, I had

116

daughters – they full grown and [tape skipped] The only thing that worried me

117

was that little nine-year old, but then I thought about it – my oldest daughter –

118

‘cause I had him when I was 36. So, my oldest daughter was 16, 17 years old

119

when I had him. She said, “You don’t have nothin’ to worry about. Most people

120

think I’m his mommy anyway [laughter]. ‘Cause she always had him. You

121

know, I have a daughter two year younger than her then I had another one two

122

years younger, you know, they just took over. He’s still spoiled – 22 years old.

123

So, I guess that’s the toughest time for me.
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Interviewer: [tape skipping] and we get tough times [tape skipped] if you were [tape skipped]

125
126

close by, far away.
Tech:

Well, I felt like he was – like that. I felt like he was right there. During the time –

127

‘cause I took care of my husband at home. I didn’t want my oldest daughter – uh

128

– she was pregnant at the time, and she didn’t work. So, they were living in an

129

apartment, so her and her husband and one child, just [tape skipped] with me.

130

And she took care – she was there during the day and I picked up – uh – in the

131

evenin’, and so – um, you know, I was like, workin’ and, you know, tired when I

132

get off here and go home and I would have to take care of him. He would’t let

133

nobody bathe him, but me. He wouldn’t let nobody do nothing. And even if he’s

134

in the hospital and they would call me, or tell me, “Can you please come out here

135

‘cause we can’t do nothin’ with this man [laugher]. He was six feet three, a big

136

man, and they couldn’t hardly handle him. So, and – uh – he just wanted me

137

there.

138

Interviewer: Well, it sounded like you had family coverage.

139

Tech:

Oh, yeah. Because we were 24 hours in the hospital, and my sister-in-law – they

140

would relieve me, like, on the weekends, and – uh – something like that. Yeah, I

141

knew He was there, but I question because I should have been tired and wore out,

142

and I would have to get him medicine around the clock. I would have to get up at

143

three o’clock in the morning, five o’clock in the morning and he had a tube in his

144

stomach so I would have to [tape skipped] I don’t know how I made it. And even

145

when he passed away – uh – I had to call my mother because I didn’t feel like I

146

was – felt like I was suppose to, you know. So, a friend of my mother’s, he told

147

me, he said, “You know why you feelin’ ‘okay’ so-to-speak?” or, “You don’t feel

148

like you wanna cry every second?” He said, “Because that’s the good Lord

149

working on you. You are relieved from that, and you did everything you could

150

for your husband, and the Lord was with you then and He still gonna be with you”

151

[laughter]. You know, I see some women that be just torn all to pieces – torn all

152

apart and don’t know what they doin’ and cry all the time. I wasn’t doin’ that and

153

I couldn’t figure that out for nothin’. And that’s what my mother – I mean her

154

friend – that’s what it is. And my mother kept sayin’, “He aint’ never gonna
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overload ya honey. He know exactly what you can take and what you can’t. So,

156

my mother used to tell me – all those long years when I was a kid, “He ain’t never

157

late, baby.” [laughter]

158

Interviewer: All right, now. How does religion and spirituality affect the work that you do?

159
160

That was a perfect example, by the way.
Tech:

Sometimes I can – if you talkin’ to patients, or dealing with patients, but you can’t

161

help but think about God. You know what I’m sayin’? Because [laughter] you

162

can’t help but think about it. Sometimes a patient will start talkin’ about God, or

163

Jesus Christ and then it like, “hang in there honey, just don’t lose the faith.” You

164

know what I’m sayin’? It comes up, you know, and I said, “Sometimes, you

165

know…” and I just keep the faith, for whatever it’s worth. That’s as far as I get.

166

But it comes into play a lot because it pops on my mind even when I’m dealing

167

with patients, or bathe them, or see how bad off they are, or patients comin ’ in

168

from the nursing home with sores and [tape skipped]. You ain’t have to think.

169

You ain’t have to think about God then.

170

Interviewer: Do you remember one time when you were touched by an angel or an experience

171
172

[tape skipped] any time [laughter]
Tech:

I do kinda remember, and I think it was because – we had a patient and nobody on

173

that floor could deal with that patient. They fought a lot, they was silent, they

174

would spit on you, and then for some reason I passed by the room, and the patient

175

– I never looked at the patient – I walked in front of him [laughter] This patient

176

said, “Ms Jesse.” And I looked at the patient and I – there’s so many people that

177

come through that I – he think I just probably forgot. And, “How you doin’?”

178

And I went in there and I just started talkin’ to the patient, you know. And, “I’m

179

so glad you here ‘cause these people just they not treatin’ me right, they not doin’

180

this, they not listenin’ to me, they not doin’ nothin’ that I ask ‘em to do. It’s

181

takin’ them too long, and I’m hurtin’, and this and that.” On and on and on, you

182

know. So, I went in there and just started talkin’ to the patient, you know, and I

183

did kinda remember who – remember who he was. And the nurse said, “You

184

mean he ain’t through that tray at you?” [laughter] And I’m like, maybe it’s the
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way I [inaudible] But it calmed him down. Maybe God sent me to his room. But

186

it calmed him down. The only problems I had was [inaudible] [laughter].

187

Interviewer: Would you say [tape skipped] do they tell you what if feels like to be them? Do

188
189

they describe their hurtin’ and …?
Tech:

Yeah, they do. They describe themselves. Well, they – they just. Some – most

190

of ‘em just loose all everything. They have [tape skipped]. “I lived my life. It

191

might not have been okay, but I did what I wanted to do, and” [laughter] I mean,

192

we’re so much different. And a lot of it is – afterward a lot of ‘em said they lived

193

the life they wanted, and I said, “Well, that’s good.” Made you happy[inaudible]

194

you should be happy, you know what I’m sayin’? We have choices. If it wasn’t

195

in the direction of God, whatever direction you were goin’ in that made you

196

happy, I’m all for it. I tell them a lot of times, I am a Christian. I will say that,

197

and – uh – I don’t knock people that aren’t.

198

Interviewer: That’s right, but you’re there for them too.

199

Tech:

That’s my choice. Whatever you do, I would never try to – uh – put on you or

200

nothing’. I won’t even mention it, you know, if that’s not what you want to hear.

201

A lot of times we just start talkin’, and if a person starts cursin’ or talk vulgar, or –

202

and stuff like that – they would start respectin’ you and not curse and start –

203

because they know you a Christian. We get a lot of patients like that. They are so

204

bad [chuckle]. When they find out – uh – what your beliefs are they will start

205

respectin’ me. It’s that light shinin’. And you can’t tell me they don’t see it,

206

because it shows. [inaudible] We did. We, as a group of people – I’ve had

207

patients that were [tape skipped] as a group. A lot of the nurses, we go in – hold

208

hands, everybody, and pray with them because he asked for it, you know what

209

I’m - and we go do it with the whole crowd. We have Janie and [inaudible] – uh

210

– some of the people that have been there a long [tape skipped] Greta was our

211

manager then – uh – [tape skipped] [laughter].

212

Interviewer: And what was their response?

213

Tech:

214

And – uh – the patient? And they would just be so thankful, like they know, and
the peace – you can see it in [tape skipped] ‘cause they really wanted to do that
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because they have been told, have some knowledge of [tape skipped] nothin’ the

216

doctors can do. They need to heal and pray, all the time.

217

Interviewer: There are people who are cured, but not healed.

218

Tech:

219

Interviewer: It sounds like, you know, I’m learning that different units have people that are

[laughter] I’d rather be healed [laughter]. [inaudible]

220

right there ready to pray and some people are not so comfortable with it, but it’s

221

not that people [tape skipped] you’re comfortable when patients need you.

222

Tech:

223
224

about four or five people [laughter].
Interviewer: Okay, do you remember a time when you feel like you contributed to a certain

225
226

We go to, for personal reasons, Jamie – uh – our social worker – our retreats, it’s

person [tape skipped] not the guy who was combative, but is there another story?
Tech:

Well, yeah. A lot of patients asks you, “Will you please pray with me?” Holding

227

their hands I say, “Would you hold my hands and pray with me, please?” And

228

with – I’ll do it. [tape skipped] If they ask me, I’ll do it.

229

Interviewer: [tape skipped]as a partner in the healing process.

230

Tech:

Well, just, you know, just talkin’ with the patient. They know – everybody know

231

everybody’s character and characteristics, and Oprah – Oprah has a certain point.

232

That we know who to go to for – okay, the truth has her certain points – strong

233

points. I have my strong points, you know, and that’s talkin’ people down. It’s

234

like a calmin’ effect, you know. And – uh – each person has a certain strength

235

that we already know who to go to [tape skipped].

236

Interviewer: You needed to come back after the loss of your husband because this is

237

affirmation that your life will [tape skipped] You still have a lot to give and I’ll

238

use [tape skipped] after the loss of my little boy. And ya’ll are helping. I’ve

239

heard something from each different person that I’ll take with me. Any other

240

examples of the way your [tape skipped] suggesting that you think you bring to

241

this.

242

Tech:

Well, I guess, most people are bitter people. When I get to the point when that

243

patient [tape skipped] I just smile at them. One patient told me one time, “Oh,

244

you have the prettiest white teeth.” I wanted to [inaudible] [laughter] He said,

245

“That smile on your face is worth a million dollars, woman.” And he said, “That
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smile is worth a million dollar, you just don’t know.” So, when I get them to

247

smile I feel like, okay, “I got you now” [laughter] Everybody know me because I

248

hum, and – uh – so, we had a little contest goin’ around the floor of certain

249

characters by each person. Oh come on now, they goin’ say “hum.” Everybody

250

knows that’s Jesse ‘cause I hum, and Marcellas say, “Jesse, when you at that desk,

251

don’t start that hummin’” [laughter]. Anyway, a patient [inaudible] I not aware of

252

it, I just do it. So, I was in a patient’s room and I was getting’ on his nerves, and I

253

didn’t know I was hummin’. He say, “I wish you’d quit that so-and-so hummin’.

254

It just drives me crazy.” I go, “Sir, I’m sorry, I didn’t know I was hummin’,” you

255

know. “Whatever that song is, I wish you’d stop when you come in here.” I said,

256

“Yes, sir, I will try.” And so, every time I go in the room I’d have it on my mind,

257

you know, “Don’t hum.” And so, about a week later, you know that patient came

258

back to me and apologized to me, and told me he was sorry, that he felt so bad,

259

you know. And he said, “I felt like, maybe you were hummin’ for me to make me

260

[tape skipped]…and I just really bit your head off, and I’m so sorry.” You know,

261

and – uh – [inaudible]. A lot of the patients know me because they always askin’,

262

“What song you hummin’” And they know me by that because I’m a hummer,

263

but I usually don’t know I’m hummin’. It just, I – it’s not a particular thing. It

264

just kinda a hummin’. My Momma said it comes from my great-grandmother.

265

She did that, and that is the way she dealt with stress. They always tell me,

266

“That’s how you get away from stress. It may be your stress relief or something.”

267

And then I – sometimes it scared me ‘cause I guess I didn’t know I was hummin’.

268

Interviewer: Alright. Now here’s one that’ll make you think, and this is the last one – um –

269

except to just ask you if there is anything you want to add. What do you [tape

270

skipped] think people’ll be saying about you [tape skipped].

271

Tech:

That they remember me for nothin’ but good – about Ms. Jesse and – uh – what I

272

contributed to their lives – the role model I played for a lot of kids. We have a lot

273

of kid, well to me kids, workin’ here [tape skipped] they are kids to me. All of

274

those guys, they’ll come, “Good morning, Ms Jesse.” Uh – they know that they

275

can depend on me to help them and uh – without question, and I’m the only thing

276

up there [laughter] And they’ll come and they’ll like [inaudible] and they all
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speak to me and hug me every mornin’, you know. And so, and I teach them how

278

to transport a patient from the bed to – the right way if they doin’ it wrong. Stuff

279

like that, and they appreciate that. So, if I – what I contributed to – uh – my

280

patients or my job here at Baylor. I’ve never been a person that – I’m not that

281

way, you know [tape skipped] I know everybody don’t like me [laughter] but I –

282

you know what I’m sayin’. I don’t think anybody hate me. They may envy me

283

because, and I think that’s because some people may wish they had my character

284

or something, but mostly to that, for what I’ve done in the years for my patients,

285

for my floor and for other people and their lives, and whatever. ‘Cause a lot of

286

times we – we – we have to – somebody has a issue, and it could be a child, you

287

know, and if we contribute little thoughts because we are older – some of us are

288

older and we’ve already raised children. So, we kinda like take the younger ones

289

and chastise them a little bit [chuckle], “You let her do what?” [laughter] “No,

290

sweetie, you need to stop that right now, or they gonna be runnin’ the house,

291

okay?” That kind of thing. And it’s for the good we – I’ve done in people’s lives.

292

And – uh – work I’ve contributed. [tape skipped] It makes me feel even good

293

now, talkin’ because a lot of times we talk, but we don’t feel like we’re being

294

heard. You know what I’m sayin’? [chuckle] And – uh – I always felt like

295

talkin’ care of a patient [tape skipped] got more than passing his pill, or givin’

296

him a shot, [tape skipped] a whole lot of time, patience and a smile. And

297

sometimes that’s better than a shot of morphine. You understand me? And I have

298

seen that in the 21 years. I have talked to patients and forgot they asked for a pain

299

pill. You understand? So, you – I know it’s the truth, you know. And – uh --

300

you know, I feel good inside just bringin some of the things out that you asked

301

me. You know what I’m sayin’? So, I know this’ll be a really good thing.

302

[laughter] And the others, ‘cause if it open me up it’ll open them up too [tape

303

skipped]

304

[end]

305
306
307
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Tape 2A – Interview

2

Interviewer: How long have you been at Baylor?

3

Tech:

4

Interviewer: Okay. And how long have you been – you’re a patient care assistant technician –

5

Twenty-one years.

patient care assistant?

6

Tech:

7

Interviewer: How long have you been that?

8

Tech:

9

Interviewer: That – that – you are what you began as? Twenty-one years, that’s fantastic. My

10

other interviewee was more of a new employee, but this is perfect. We’re getting

11

a wide range. What led you to become a patient care assistant?

12

Tech:

Yeah, patient care assistant.

Uh, well that’s what I started.

Well – uh – I guess this about 21-22 years ago and I thought about going into the

13

career of nursing, but I couldn’t at the time. I was raising four kids by myself and

14

– uh – this and that, so I said, “Well, I’ll just start out here and maybe I can…”

15

[laughter] you know, “…eventually go into nursing,” and then I was divorced and

16

then I re-married during that time. So, the husband I re-married was pretty much,

17

you know, taking good care of us. So, I never did, you know, feel like I needed to

18

move in it further.

19

Interviewer: Oh, that’s good. So you’re still – he’s still in – the whole life is still with him

20

together with him and everything…

21

Tech:

Uh, no. He passed away.

22

Interviewer: I’m sorry. Sounds like he was very wonderful…

23

Tech:

Oh, he was very nice. Yeah, he passed away, but – uh – we’re still – I’m still in a

24

pretty good shape, and I just never did pursue anything different and – uh – kids

25

going to college and I worked trying to get them through college [laughter].

26

That’s what I’m really working for, but then…and then too I was – uh – I didn’t

27

need to reti – I didn’t wanna retire. I was in my 40’s. Forty-one, forty-two,

28

something like that. It was too early for me and I’m not the “sit down” type

29

person. So, I just kept going, and – uh – but then the crew I work with are

30

fantastic people. Most of us have been working together for fifteen to twenty-

31

somethin’ years that I’ve known ‘em. And we’ve all been workin’ together.
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Interviewer: On 2J?

33

Tech:

34

Interviewer: That seems like that would feel great.

35

Tech:

36

Interviewer: Maybe that’s why the acuity level of the patients is, you know, is – if you’ve got a

On 2J, and that’s half of the staff. We’ve all worked together a long time.

So, yeah, we’re more like family. Mm-mm.

37

team to support you and keep [inaudible] you know that you can call on to give

38

you a hand.

39

Tech:

40

Oh, yeah, and – uh – we all know each other. We’ve been through personal
times, tragedies, happiness, you know, whatever. So, it makes…

41

Interviewer: That makes job important.

42

Tech:

Yeah, it makes a big difference, and – uh – we all stick together, try to help one

43

another. I’ll be way over on the other hall and like they – one of the male nurses,

44

I’ve been working with him for sixteen years, he’d come way over on the other

45

side, ‘cause he know me, but then that other girls are kinda new, but then David

46

know me [laughter] that feel pretty good, you know, and then there I go, you

47

know.

48

Interviewer: You’re all over the place.

49

Tech:

50

Interviewer: Tell me, if – so, you were drawn to nursing, and – and just became what you did.

51
52

Yes, so if, you know, he know I need help he right there for me.

What was it about nursing? What is it about patient care?
Tech:

I think that’s just one of my characteristics, I guess. So-to-speak, you know. I

53

like people, I like [inaudible], and – uh – and I really feel I’m a soulful person as

54

far as people, you know. I’m sensitive. I will cry in a minute [laughter]. Then I

55

[inaudible] [laughter] too bad. You know, I’ll go in the bathroom and do it

56

maybe, but you know, but I like helping people, you know, and – uh –

57

Interviewer: Well, that’s good.

58

Tech:

Yeah, I like to smile, and some of the patients will, “Now what in the world do

59

you have to smile about at 6:30 in the morning?” [laughter] “I heard you…you’re

60

the first thing I hear every morning is you.” [laughter]

61

Interviewer: That’s good, that’s good. Well, you obviously enjoy your work a lot.
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Tech:

Yes. I do enjoy it, you know, and – uh – it’s not like – uh – something that stays

63

the same all the time, you know, we see ‘em come in really, really sick and in

64

pain. We’ve seen ‘em come in that they’ve given up on ‘em and they walk out of

65

here. That’s satisfying.

66

Interviewer: I’ll bet so. When you were a little kid what did you – when you were a kid what

67
68

did you dream of growing up to be?
Tech:

When I was a kid? Mm-mm. I think when I was a kid I was going to be a

69

teacher, and – uh – and I wanted to teach little kids. Children. I have five

70

children and seven grandchildren [laughter].

71

Interviewer: Do you think you’ll retire in this job?

72

Tech:

73

Interviewer: That’s kind of a satisfying feeling too.

74

Tech:

75

Interviewer: And twenty-one years.

76

Tech:

77

Interviewer: All right. Tell me about a workday you had last week, and what we’re trying to

Yes. I know I will. Mm-mm.

Mmm. Yes, it is. It is very satisfying.

Twenty-one years.

78

see is, what – what is it like to do your job? A workday last week – um – and I’m

79

going to ask you a few other questions, like when did you fell most needed?

80

What was the most meaningful to you? Uh – a time during the day that you felt

81

proud, but if you can pick a day from last week, or even this week, we’ll roll into

82

this week and just kind of tell me what was the most important things you feel

83

like you were called to do? Or, what’s a day like for you?

84

Tech:

Uh – yeah – well, it was last week. Well, I think it was Friday, and – um – we

85

have – what we do – we have patients, and we get so attached to some patients, or

86

they know us, and – and it’s like they call on us by name, you know. And so, this

87

one particular patient – uh – couldn’t – they just like, nobody would deal with this

88

patient, but [inaudible] [laughter] you know, everybody else either afraid of him

89

or this or that and it’s like, I mean, “You go in there – ya’ll just be talkin,” but

90

I’ve learned that – uh – in all these years, even if – when you get on the – I call it

91

“gettin’ on the patient level” you know, and it’s like, if it’s a black – one of us –

92

and he’s like the ghetto type, you know – uh – I mean, I was raised to where it
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wasn’t in the ghetto, but I know ghetto, so you get on that level, you know, and

94

you talk the way he talks [laughter]‘cause I do understand ‘em, and then you talk

95

the way they talk and see, that way you can – uh – get together with the patient

96

and the patient starts – uh – trusting you, you know, and – uh – confiding in you

97

and that’s the difference. And it could be Mexican, you know – uh – Philippino,

98

or whatever – same – same thing, and – uh – yeah, he was – he was – had a

99

personal problem which he wanted his wife to come up and she didn’t come, and

100

– uh – so he was telling me about all what he’d done or he’d tried to do the best

101

he could do and this is what he gets in return and all this, “When I’m sick, I need

102

her and she’s not there for me.” And all – and he needed to talk. So, I just

103

listened. You know, I don’t ever – uh – give my opinion too much about – and I

104

tell them I will listen at you, but I can’t tell you what to do [laughter].

105

Interviewer: Maybe they find their own answer.

106

Tech:

Right, and if they talk enough they actually do, you know. And so when he left

107

he got discharged and he wrote the sweetest note concerned, you know, me. And

108

it’s not that – he said, “It’s not that I’m just pickin’ people. It’s just that she was

109

special in her own way, even though she was just sittin’ there listenin,” you know,

110

but then a lot of people – that’s all they need, just somebody to talk to anyway.

111

Interviewer: So, like on an average day, you’re taking care of how many people.

112

Tech:

113

Interviewer: And you still find time to listen.

114

Tech:

Eight. I have eight patients.

Oh, yeah. Mm-mm. I still find time to go in there and – uh – we have Ms. Guy,

115

she’s a stroke patient, and – uh – I go in there so often and tell her the – uh –

116

wave, “Let’s see what you can do with that hand, or smile.” You know, and she

117

started waving her hand yesterday, she started waving her hand. But, you know,

118

you just – me – I just – that’s just me. I just like going in there by the rooms

119

talkin’ and I said, “See, this is why I can’t get nothin’ done.” [laughter] That was

120

rewarding for me last year, and basically we go – it’s something every day, every

121

day, you know…
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Interviewer: How do ya’ll communicate as a team? How do you get the information of who

123

your – who your patients are? Do you have the same rooms, or is every day a

124

new day?

125

Tech:

Every week we rotate. It’s like, you either one through eight, nine through 16, 17

126

to 24, 25 to 32, and we rotate. Like, I’m nine through 16. So I’m with a different

127

patient, and – uh – staff, but we always get reports from the previous techs, or the

128

nurses, if it’s something important.

129

Interviewer: Seems like when I go back there – it seems like this great big conference room.

130
131

Everybody’s talking to everybody all the way around…
Tech:

Oh, yeah. Oh, yeah, and – uh – yeah. We always get report, and – uh – even –

132

uh, you know, little bitty things that they need to know except [inaudible]

133

[laughter]

134

Interviewer: Well, tell me. Is the listening where you feel most needed, or there other work

135
136

that you do where you feel the most needed.
Tech:

Uh, no. Listenin’ is not – that’s just part of me – and just – I do that actually

137

after, you know. ‘Cause when you in the hospital – okay you sick and you can’t –

138

at some point in time you not gonna be able to do what you do normally when

139

you not sick. And, it like – uh – some of the patients – they’ll say, “God, I

140

haven’t had a bath in three days.” Well it’s no problem. We gonna get in that tub

141

one way or the other. And then you figure out a way to get them in that tub and,

142

you know, we get out and they sweatin’ and I’m wet [laughter], but it get done.

143

You know what I’m saying. And – uh – I think I – helpin’ people – uh – in that

144

kinda way – it is more rewarding. Listenin’ is just something harder. Just helpin’

145

people that need help.

146

Interviewer: All right. What’s your favorite part of your workday?

147

Tech:

148
149

talk to somebody. When you finish up. When you got to get support.
Interviewer: Okay, we’re going to flip a little bit, and describe a workday when you just

150
151
152

The favorite part of my workday? Uh – I think it’s – um, basically when I get to

wished you had stayed home, you know?
Tech:

Yeah. Well, I’ve had those too, and it’s when – God every – seems like every
patient has a drama, problems, you know. Are they goin’ here, are they goin’
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there, it’s – we also a diabetic floor. Okay, we have patients that come in with a

154

problem that that. So, they DKA, which is – we have to take blood sugars every

155

hour, and I’ve had to take three patients every hour. And then you have your

156

others. Then all your patients are bed-ridden so you have to do complete bed

157

baths [laughter], turn every two hours, you know, and that’s – uh…then I don’t

158

wish I’d stayed at home, but I’d be wishing three o’clock need to hurry up and get

159

here. So, I could hurry up and go…[laughter]

160

Interviewer: So, really it’s the workload, not the people you work with, but the workload that

161

gets to be frustrating.

162

Tech:

Oh, yeah. The workload. Yes, yeah.

163

Interviewer: What helps you get through that kind of workday?

164

Tech:

It’s the teamwork. We have a – oh Lordy, yeah. We have a – we have a good

165

working relationship with everybody, everybody. Yep, even the manager, yeah.

166

Marcella will get in there and – and yeah, she get in there and turn them patients,

167

bathe them, whatever – it don’t make no difference. She right in there with us.

168

‘Cause acuity is high. So, it – uh…

169

Interviewer: And she’s found time to work on this committee all year, and I don’t know how

170

she – I just take 30 minutes a month [inaudible] commitment, and I don’t think

171

she’s missed a single meeting. She’s really – she’s really committed.

172

Tech:

173

Interviewer: You have – um – do you have faith resources that you use at work, or is that sort

174
175

Yes, she is. She’s a fantastic woman.

of something you – not resources, but do you use – do you use prayer, or…?
Tech:

Yeah. Oh, yeah. On my way to work every morning I pray coming in and if I

176

feel the need I will go in the bathroom or something and just pray. You know,

177

when I’m gettin’ too hyper, frustrated, or gettin’ really, really tired or something,

178

and – uh, ‘cause you not gonna be 100% every day. Somebody may make you

179

upset. You know, you may get upset about something, or whatever, and then I

180

gotta go [laughter] I go in this bathroom in a minute, you know. And – uh – to try

181

to get some release so-to-speak, and it helps.

182
183

Interviewer: Whatever your – whatever your religion is it’s got to help to go to the divine
power that we believe [inaudible]. What else can we do?
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Tech:

185

And I go in there, yes, “Hey, Lord…[laughter] I got to tell ya [laughter]”
[inaudible]

186

Interviewer: I had [inaudible] that God just got bored when we don’t come to Him because he

187

wants to hear from us. We are His creatures, you know. Okay. Well, um, let’s –

188

this is sort of the same – what’s stress to you? What makes the stress? Is it the

189

same things that you were talking about if the patient load is too much to do?

190

Tech:

If the patient load is too much to do. Yeah. The stress comes from – you don’t –

191

you know, you – you don’t – you don’t really have time to break, you know. And

192

sometimes we will eat and run, you know. Because if you don’t [laughter] you

193

would never get out, you know, you’d never finish up. And – uh, that brings –

194

takes your stress level up too. It do mine because I have to eat. You know what

195

I’m saying. I’m so used to it. My body is used to it – of certain things, and then –

196

uh, but – uh, or sometimes I will take a minute or so and go outside and – uh –

197

just deep breath or something and that’ll relieve it.

198

Interviewer: Well, let’s see. There’s one more…when you’re stressed out you re – retreat to

199

the bathroom to pray. The toughest part of stress, where does stress collect in

200

your. Like, you know, I feel it in…

201

Tech:

Yeah. It’s in my – right here in my shoulders, and I know, you know, when I –

202

‘cause they [inaudible] it doesn’t hurt bad, bad I know when it’s gettin’ tight.

203

Mm-mm, mm-mm.

204

Interviewer: What do you – what do you think of as ways you do – care for yourself? What

205

are – what are some of the things you do in self-care? Maybe not just here, but

206

when you go home. You have a – you do have a stressful job. How do you take

207

care of yourself?

208

Tech:

Well, okay. I’m – I’m already – uh – a goin’ person, okay, and I think that that

209

came from my mother [chuckle], and – uh – so, it’s like when my typical day –

210

when I leave work I go home, I – uh – take my bath. I’ll take [inaudible] I take a

211

bath ‘cause I needs everything to soak [laughter] you know, I need to soak and

212

that relaxes me, you know, and then I’ll go in there and turn on – I love cookin’

213

shows, HGTV, I love flowers, I have grownin’ – I’m grownin’ tomatoes…[fades
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out] and I go outside, me and my little doggie, we go outside and we get in that

215

yard and do something. And it makes me feel like a totally different person.

216

Interviewer: That’s what I needed to know. I mean, I know you had to do something.

217

Tech:

218

Uh-hu [laughter] right, and – and I say, “Maybe that’s what we doin’ up in
Heaven is – is spreadin’ flowers, but I love that, gardening.

219

Interviewer: Gardening and a little ‘ole pet. I have a dog [fades] she’s a precious little thing…

220

Tech:

Um-mm. And she’s not old ‘cause she – ‘cause – and she sat at the back and she

221

be like, “What are you waitin’ on? Come on.” You know [laughter]…She know

222

her routine. She know the routine and everything [laughter].

223

Interviewer: Well can you – we’re almost through with this part. We have just a few more

224

questions. What’s the best day you’ve had recently at work? The best day and

225

the nicest thing that happened that day, you know, that kind of thing. Was it that

226

patient you told me about earlier, or – that wrote the note, or…

227

Tech:

228

Yes – uh – it was – every so often – um – the [inaudible] he comes on the floor
and walks and they visit a couple of patients or whatever.

229

Interviewer: John? Uh, Mr. McWhorter?

230

Tech:

Yeah, and – uh – so, he wrote me a letter, you know, to my house and told me that

231

– uh – he had talked to one of my patients and they had really, really gave me an

232

overwhelmin’ positive – uh – you know, what they said about me was

233

overwhelmin’, very positive, and they love you to death and they recommended

234

you highly. They was just, you know. And so, he wrote me a letter and told me,

235

you know, that he appreciate what I do, you know, and all this and – uh – and I

236

thought that was really, really – it just made my day. And sometimes, you know,

237

I think the same day, you know – we don’t have certain jobs on the floor, we

238

work together so it’s like we got two or three [inaudible]. If I’m in the

239

refrigerator and I see something, I’m gonna clean it out, you know what I’m

240

sayin’. So, that particular day I just cleaned the refrigerator out and did

241

something, you know. And so, Marcellas, she came to me. She said, “Come

242

here, I got something for ya.” And she gave me two movie tickets [chuckle]. She

243

said because, you know, you take it upon yourself...”, you know, other [inaudible]

244

do “…take it upon yourself, you know, just to do that, you know.” And – uh – I
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said, “We all family.” Now if I’m at home and my refrigerator is dirty, I’m gonna

246

clean it, so.

247

Interviewer: Okay. Um – let’s see. You’ve already done this. You described what you do

248

before and after work on a typical day. What do you do before? You come on at

249

sunrise?

250

Tech:

Yeah. I get up – uh – around five o’clock in the morning, and I get up that early

251

‘cause I like to watch the news and drink a cup of coffee [chuckle]. And I want to

252

have time to get ready to go to work. ‘Cause I don’t want to be stressed because I

253

have to drive from Lancaster to here – Gaston – and I don’t wanna be rushin’. So,

254

I like my day to go as smooth as possible. So, that – that what I do in the morning

255

soon as I get up – uh – five o’clock and I get – sit there ‘til about five-thirty.

256

Then I start gettin’ ready a little bit here and there and I leave – usually leave at

257

about six or five after six. I have plenty time to go slow [laughter] ‘cause I hate

258

stress [laughter].

259

Interviewer: Well, that good, and you’ve told me what you’ll do when you leave work today,

260

probably go home and garden and see that puppy…

261

Tech:

Hot as it is I’ll be out there – uh – doin’ something. Mm-mm.

262

Interviewer: What’s your doggie’s name?

263

Tech:

264

Interviewer: Oh, my. How beautiful. I’ll bet he gorgeous.

265

Tech:

We call him Red. He’s a miniature Doberman.

Yes, he is. Looks like a [inaudible] and he acts – the mentally is the same as a big

266

dog, and he’s very protective, you know, and I – he could hear a pin fall, you

267

know, and he’s always on guard. Just like they are, and – uh – and I told my older

268

son. I told him, “That’s my alarm system.” I don’t need to pay nobody for no

269

alarm system. ‘Cause if somebody’s goin’ down the sidewalk, I’m takin’ about in

270

the street, he’s right at that door. Just like at attention, and if they start comin’

271

towards the sidewalk he start barkin’. It’s like, “Where do you think you goin’?”

272

Interviewer: Well, tell me about a time when your work interfered with life outside work.

273

Tech:

274

Interviewer: Yeah. Your work and personal life [coughing] work got in the way of something

275

Interfered with it?

you wanted to do. You generally work seven to three, Monday through Friday?
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Tech:

Mm-mm. The only time it interferes, I would say, is – is when – uh – I can’t get

277

off [chuckle] to do what I want to do. I may wanna go out of town or it may have

278

come up – something may have come up, you know, and I wanted to go and I

279

couldn’t go, you know, ‘cause I couldn’t find coverage or something like that, but

280

as far as gettin’ in the way – because I, you know, I separate all ‘em. So, it didn’t

281

– my work is never in the way of my personal life. Now, where I have really

282

something goin’ on Marcella, she’s already told us, she said, “I don’t care

283

sickness comes, somebody call, you got to go. ‘Cause I know I would be headed

284

toward the elevator [chuckle] and ya’ll better be headed toward it too.” You

285

know. So, -- uh – that’s the understandin’ so, we don’t, you know, she’s

286

understandin’ person so I don’t have a problem there. So, it’s just, you know,

287

everybody – somebody come up and say, “We goin’ – we goin’ to Houston this

288

week – weekend.” You know, and – uh – I’m fifty-eight years old so I have a lot

289

of friends that are already retired. So, they kinda like move around a little bit and

290

so, they was like, “Well, I’m goin’ down – we goin’ be down there Wednesday,

291

Thursday, and Friday.” I can’t get off [laughter].

292

Interviewer: Tell me how coverage works for ya’ll. Where do you get your coverage?

293

Tech:

We – uh – we have PRNs that – we have a couple of ‘em. And we put in – we

294

put in if we know we goin’ be off like next month, sometime. Well, we have like,

295

Henry’ll put the schedule out. We have a book we write in, and so, every month,

296

if you want to be off sometime, we just write it in. Okay, but if he pokes that

297

schedule and you haven’t written anything in it then you have to find coverage,

298

but if you’ve already put it in, you gonna get it.

299

Interviewer: Okay. One last question for this – this session, and we have one more session that

300

has even more interesting questions. We’ve talked about your work for the last

301

30-40 minutes. Is there something else you want to share with me about your

302

work and what it means to you?

303

Tech:

Well, it’s – it’s not really about my work. It’s – it’s – uh – it’s like, you know, we

304

as Techs – uh – patient care assistants – we do a lot, you know, it’s all under

305

nursing and my thing is if it’s under nursing like the nurses, you know, true they

306

went to school and got educated to do what they do and – uh – and – but we
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workin’ side by side with ‘em and all of it is patient care to me, you know what

308

I’m sayin’? So, it’s the only thing is that sometimes bothers me it’s not

309

[inaudible] I think it’s just administration. They will – when they give the nurses

310

raises they don’t consider us enough, you know. And – uh – because of the fact

311

that we – uh – we right there with ‘em, the nurses, and a lot of times we are with

312

the patient more that they are too. And – uh – it’s like they don’t make us feel

313

important enough. You know what I’m saying? That kinda thing. Other than

314

that, then too, you know, they talk about budget and stuff too, but in the back of

315

my mind I don’t feel that that’s what it is, you know. And we did get a raise a

316

couple of years ago, but it took us two years [chuckle], but we were promised

317

another one ‘cause they got a raise, but then the supervisors and the techs didn’t

318

get raises, and they said probably come later, maybe, you know. But then I feel

319

like, if you gone over all do something like that you should take it all the way

320

through. You should let the whole team benefit and not just part of it. Otherwise,

321

you know, I love Baylor. I’ve been here a lot of years, so…[fades out]

322

[end]
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Tape 3B – Interview

2

Interviewer: All right, um did you have any questions or comments after last time?

3

Tech:

4

Interviewer: Okay, all right. Well, we will go on. Today’s interview we questions you may

No. no.

5

consider more personal. Our goal is to work with the staff to identify how to

6

improve the work environment. Ways to improve the job. That’s part of what we

7

do. [tape skipped] We want to look at with you something that’s been changed in

8

the past, about one time when something Baylor did changed things around here.

9

Tech:

[tape skipped] the whole Baylor facility participated in [tape skipped] like, we had

10

changed, tried to improve like on – um – teamwork [tape skipped] like with

11

partnership counsel meeting, the talk with – uh – like whoever was [inaudible]

12

feedback from the staff we had team leaders. Like, I’m a team leader and then we

13

have – I have five people under me who I report and let them go out and ask

14

suggestions and let them know, so, that part of the group will come back and

15

discuss on the feedback – output from – what was discussed – what need to be

16

discussed in our meeting. [inaudible] not there’s just one [inaudible] whoever the

17

members are in the group ‘cause we workin’ like – um – like um – [inaudible]

18

control, we have the [inaudible] control sit in, the one from housekeepin’ sit in,

19

respiratory – uh – physical therapy – uh [tape skipped] nurs – nursing. We have

20

nursing sit in, and like – some doctors sit in discussin’ on what, you know, what

21

issues there is to discuss. We discuss different protocols. How can we improve.

22

Different areas that need what suggestions [tape skipped] to make. To make it

23

easier for us to work together when work on 15Roberts or make Baylor a home.

24

Make it good so everybody want to come to work everyday.

25

Interviewer: Okay, how often does that meet?

26

Tech:

27

Interviewer: And you’re the elected rep for the techs on your floor, for the day shift?

28

Tech:

29
30

We meet once a month on Thursdays.

Day shift. We have tech from three to eleven and we have nurses on like four and
ten and we have…

Interviewer: They all come to the same monthly partnership?
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Tech:

32

Come to the same monthly meeting. I also have people that under representatives
that’s under me, but I’m also the [inaudible].

33

Interviewer: So, you have five techs that tell you ideas [inaudible].

34

Tech:

35

Interviewer: That you are the final on information to the counsel forum?

36

Tech:

37

Interviewer: So, those ideas go to Mela?

38

Tech:

I have nurses and techs.

Uh-uh. So, they report to me anything that needs to go on with that [inaudible].

Mela sits in on the meeting. Like, and – we – after group decide on what is good

39

– what we discuss in the meeting is confidential among us in the group. So, we

40

discuss on what can do to make it better for everybody, and Mela sits in and let us

41

know what’s goin’ on – what – you know – and then she have feedback from stuff

42

that we done done, and stuff that’s goin’ on on the floor to let us know what needs

43

improvement, or what has been done, like changes and stuff. We have [tape

44

skipped] So, from there, from the [inaudible] came up with partnership. It helps

45

sometimes. As a group we – you know – and our partnership we come up with

46

different ideas. So, like we came up with like – uh – it’s lucky [inaudible] so we

47

ask, like for the members and the staff to contribute five dollars each month – to

48

contribute for like if somebody get ill, when somebody dies, for the birthdays.

49

So, it won’t have to come out of pocket. Everybody don’t wanna give or

50

contribute so we just have a pot that we just put in five dollars [inaudible] For the

51

day shift I hold the money. Uh – like the treasurer for the day shift. When

52

occasions come up we have the money so we don’t have to go around and pass a

53

card out and make contributions for it. So, we already have the money, like that.

54

So, that’s one of the suggestions. We just have little odds and ends things that we

55

do.

56

Interviewer: How did that effect the staff? You’re on the partnership counsel. How do you

57

think the idea of the partnership counsel has effected the staff?

58

Tech:

It hasn’t because most of the staff is from people like TVA days or three to

59

eleven. It’s – it’s all within the staff of the floor on 15Roberts, so somebody from

60

each shift in – in – in the staff is representative of who they feedback to, or who

61

they have people that’s under them and they like – issues of [inaudible] concern,
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and so we bring somebody like from [inaudible] and physical therapy how they

63

[inaudible] ‘cause they work on our floor with all the patients. So, it just a

64

feedback.

65

Interviewer: Okay. Do you think the staff feels like their represented with their ideas?

66

Tech:

Yeah, we bring in – some of the things that we have that they came up with

67

[inaudible] Like the break time. How some people don’t wanna – uh – relieve

68

you while you take break. You can’t sit down to eat your food at break time

69

without somebody hollerin’ so, we came up with a meal sign-in and that allow –

70

you have to have [inaudible]. So, you truly get a break and it’s the same with

71

nurses. That’s when it – it’s the same with nurses. Whoever you on break it’s

72

same house same rules. You cover for each other. You have to sign in and out.

73

So, that’s one of the things that the – that’s come out, no receiver for break time

74

without somebody callin’, “I’m sorry they just went in there.” Sometimes we

75

have a day where the floor be so hectic where you just can’t – you don’t – you

76

know this other person so tired ‘cause they been humpin’ all day where I could

77

say where I sat down from watchin’ my own patients ‘cause I may have a good

78

group of patients [inaudible] make sure they don’t need something before I left to

79

eat, and I tell them goin’ to eat and I be back in 30 minutes so whatever you

80

needsI can take care of you then.

81

Interviewer: This question [tape skipped] does not involve benefits. It did involve working

82

closer on job duties, rules and procedures, right? Okay. Let’s go back to this

83

kind of question. Can you describe something that made you feel good about

84

what you do at work? Maybe related to the partnership [tape skipped]

85

Tech:

Just knowin’ that my patient is satisfied, seein’ that smile on their face to let me

86

know that I have done the best that I can do to satisfy them and make sure they

87

comfortable and make them smile. And they say, “Thank you, and I appreciate

88

you.” Sometimes that’s mostly what we be wanting to hear when we don’t get it

89

from your supervisor or your clinical manager or nurse that you working with.

90

[tape skipped] Know that you done did the best that ;you can do, but they still

91

wanna find something.
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Interviewer: Do you remember a tough time in your life and how [tape skipped] fortify you in

93
94

[tape skipped].
Tech:

[tape skipped] my divorce. That was just like the hardest time ever ‘cause I feel

95

like takin’ – movin’ away from Dallas. Just movin’ as far over. I was hurt [tape

96

skipped] and didn’t know what to do, but I just didn’t wanna – you feel like I

97

wanted to live and be around in the area, so I just wanted to just up and move and

98

that’s all. [tape skipped] I had found a house, I had – my mood is – I had made

99

up my mind, and then, you know, about leaving. But, you know, lots of friends

100

and co-workers and then you have someone that supports you and talk to you like

101

how they know that you goin’ through a hard time and – divorce is very hard. It’s

102

very stressful, especially – you know, I don’t really think that it effected my kids

103

a whole lot, but it effected me to where I couldn’t eat, I couldn’t sleep. I was like

104

in a daze. I come to work just to come to work – not – just to do my job, you

105

know, any little thing could tick me off because of the stress of what I was going

106

through [tape skipped] My mom, I don’t know what it is, but my mom just – uh –

107

that I don’t agree with and [inaudible] I feel like I’m the mom over her and she’s

108

the child because that somethings you do is just – act like she’s just the child and

109

I’m the mother and I have to take with my hours to come to her rescue to rescue

110

her out and it get very stressful and tired when she know better and she

111

[inaudible] I don’t care how much I spoke to her or I talked with her about it, it

112

don’t – it hasn’t worked. It didn’t help. And I talked to my sister and I said like I

113

thought she gonna make – I was havin’ a nervous breakdown from her.

114

Interviewer: How long ago was the divorce?

115

Tech:

Uh…[tape skipped] my co-workers and friends, my sister. Uh – just the talkin’

116

and someone to just listen to me and just, you know. I really didn’t need no

117

advice because I knew I had to move out and I knew that we were separated. I

118

was just in the denial part. Just in the denial part of it all. So, they comfort – just

119

lendin’ a listenin’ ear, just to get you outta the house just to get you out and keep

120

your mind occupied and you won’t have to dwell on this right here. Supported

121

friends, my sister [tape skipped] I am very religious and very spiritual. I read the

122

bible and I prayed on it and – I just prayed on it and I asked the Lord to give the
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strength and the character to move on with my life and don’t look back on what –

124

what was in the past. If it was meant for us to be together and meant for us to –

125

uh – for us to go through this – you know and – it wasn’t -- I know if it wasn’t for

126

this we’d still be together. So, you know, you know what’s best for me and

127

what’s best for him because you know all things before we even know – know

128

what’s goin’ on within our own life and our own self. God is strength – uh – and

129

I have people that will pray for me and constant [inaudible].

130

Interviewer: Sometimes we don’t know what’s around the corner and we think it’s as dark as

131
132

night and then there is something that’s so joyful.
Tech:

133

I made a statement, I like, “I don’t think I wanna be doin’ such, such, such for you
[inaudible]

134

Interviewer: How does religion and spirituality [tape skipped]

135

Tech:

You never know what someone is going through until you walk in their room.

136

You could have a person that’s sick and they don’t wanna be bothered, but you

137

say a kind gesture like, “my thoughts and prayers are with you” or “May God

138

strengthen you and make you better.” Any little thing like that can lift a person

139

up. You never know what someone’s going through so any little kind comment

140

or gesture [tape skipped] happy and put a smile on their faces, and with the family

141

members also.

142

Interviewer: [tape skipped] something around one of your patients?

143

Tech:

I can’t really recall. I know here’s a lot of my patients – uh – that ask me to pray

144

for them, you know, just to pray for them because they goin’ for a procedure or

145

don’t think they be doin’ good and they ask me to pray for ‘em or I say, “Let me

146

pray for you. Maybe it’ll help you feel better or uplift you some.”

147

Interviewer: When you’re praying do you feel the Spirit?

148

Tech:

I feel it all around me. And sometimes when you just get to talkin’ about the Lord

149

and the many versus [tape skipped] and we know that bad things are goin’ to

150

happen and it’s happened for a reason. We don’t know why or what the reason is.

151

It just brings tears to my eyes because that’s tears of joy and tears of sadness

152

because He know what He doin’. It’s hard to accept things – for us to accept

153

things for – for numbers of reasons [tape skipped] We know that one day we all
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goin’ have to die ‘cause this just a temporary home. Number one, this is not a

155

permanent [inaudible] for us. So, we know that everyone has to die, so – and you

156

– can’t never [inaudible] yourself for it. So, you – but you know it.

157

Interviewer: [tape skipped] patient talked to you about what it [tape skipped]

158

Tech:

I never had a patient to – um – talk to me – talk to me about [inaudible] I can tell

159

you from personal experience from my mom. She has emphysema and she has

160

asthma and she – uh – gaspin’ for air to breathe – she – uh – says it’s scary. So,

161

I’m thinkin’ like she’s dead to me already because she’s trying to gasp for some

162

air and ain’t nothin’ comin’ – ‘cause everything is closed and she can’t get it. The

163

patient’s just tell me about the pain that they in or something like that, but for my

164

mom tellin’ me that she can’t breathe and it’s scary and she feels like she’s

165

already dead because of that right there. I have to tell her to breathe or calm her

166

down so she can catch her breath or whatever. We came too close too many times

167

when she couldn’t breath, you know, and she’d be right there at the doctor’s

168

office and she done get really sick and they had to stick that tube down her open

169

her lungs up and drain fluid from her. That’s a lot of [tape skipped] You know

170

what? Because when my grandmother died I wasn’t right there and they called

171

me from work and she died at 1:15. I left work and I went by my house to pick

172

up my uncle [inaudible] I helped – ‘cause she died in her house and they takin’

173

her body to Greenville, Texas, so I helped them lift her up, wrap her and take her

174

out [inaudible] I guess all the time in the hospital and seein’ what it feel like and

175

when I be with my mom I be so calm to where I know how it is. I just be so calm.

176

It don’t overreact ‘cause I still helpin’ all the time. So, this is why I’m glad I am

177

in the nursin’ field, so a lot of stuff that happens and takes place and go on – I can

178

[inaudible] even though it’s my own family and someone close to me. I know

179

how to deal with it other than not being able to deal with it. When my – uh –

180

sister – sister-in-law passed, she passed here at Baylor, and then my sister’s

181

husband passed here at Baylor, but they brothers and sisters. I called for the

182

chaplain to pray for the family. I read the scripture – I did more for them than the

183

Chaplain. He looked like what I’m gonna say? What to do? So, I was readin’

184

scriptures and I was prayin’ for them and I did everything. Like to minister them
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and sooth them and make them feel good and they like, “What is he here for? He

186

didn’t do anything – just look.” ‘Cause I did it all. So, then when my sister

187

husband died last October, he died on my birthday – uh – we go up here on the

188

fourth floor on ICU. I was cryin’ but [inaudible] soothin’ them, making ‘em –

189

reassure them that the Lord know what’s He doin’ and everything gonna be

190

alright. He’ just takin’ His child home. And I cried, but I stayed calm. ‘Cause I

191

be around it a lot here at work and it makes it easy for me to deal with when it

192

comes personal or family member or something. My grandmother [inaudible] a

193

long talk, me making her smile. “The Lord has seen me through. I have many

194

blessing. I seen my kids all grown.” You know, she was ready. She didn’t have

195

any regrets. Whatever things she did do wrong, she pray about it and ask the Lord

196

to forgive her.

197

Interviewer: I see how you contributed to her spiritual healing are there times you [tape

198
199

skipped]
Tech:

All the time. Not everyone can be a nurse. Not everyone can be a doctor, or a PA

200

or a [tape skipped] inner strength and clean somebody else’s bottom, or bathe

201

them. So, it takes a lot within to do that because this is a hard job and everybody

202

ain’t as strong to do this. It’s like you say, “I couldn’t have the job that you do. I

203

couldn’t sit there and watch somebody die like you do, I couldn’t – after we done

204

bathe the patient I done seen the patient just die after we done bathe them. They

205

couldn’t do [tape skipped] and clean poop of somebody else and then with the

206

confusion and Alzheimer’s and the AIDS and the cancer and the heart attack and

207

the stroke and all of that. They couldn’t deal with that. It’s the inner strength that

208

the person have in order to do this. So that’s very spiritual.

209

Interviewer: Well, I’m hearing you say you do see yourself as a healer.

210

Tech:

211

Interviewer: How does that make you feel?

212

Tech:

213
214

Yeah.

I feel good all over. ‘Cept I feel I done touch the lives and the lives done touch
me.

Interviewer: How does being a healer, how does that make you [tape skipped]?
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Tech:

Sometimes it has it’s high points with any job and low points. Sometimes I go

216

around like, “I’m blessed” because I know there’s many times when I know I can

217

still [inaudible] and I got another opportunity to still be here. So, I know that I am

218

blessed and this is my calling to be with – to touch other people’s lives – to be

219

able to [inaudible] them to do whatever they need to do [tape skipped]

220

Interviewer: What would you want people to say about you if they were talking about…

221

Tech:

I would want them to remember all the good things that I did and the bad – all the

222

good stuff with the bad. I mean like, sometimes when I get frustrated and may

223

snap at a patient, or made a comment about a patient that did this and did that and

224

then I turn around and do something good for the patient, and the patient was very

225

satisfied with me and they end up writing me a Five-Star Spirit, or nominating me

226

for a Spirit of Excellence or something. It came back around and they end up

227

appreciating me even more because you got on the same level they was on, even

228

though you not suppose to – it was meant to be that way, but you got down with

229

them and on the level they were and you kill ‘em with your kindness – you

230

overwhelm them with your kindness and they just took everything. Just – uh –

231

[tape skipped] certain things I don’t fool with. I don’t talk about other peoples

232

and behind their backs, or [inaudible]. Just remember me for what I was and for

233

what I did. [inaudible]

234

Interviewer: [tape skipped] I have one more question [tape skipped]

235

Tech:

I enjoyed our little sessions that we had – the first one and the second one because

236

it makes you be aware and learn more about the person – the individual person

237

[tape skipped] try to judge the person by lookin’ at ‘em and you really don’t know

238

the person on the inside of ‘em. So, by getting’ to talk to me for a couple of days

239

you know how I really am on the inside and I am sensitive and I will cry, and that

240

I’m not so bad after all – by just lookin’ at me you thought, “Oo-oo, she –

241

attitude” ‘cause they can always judge, but they don’t know the person on the

242

inside.

243

Interviewer: At our orientation, did you hear any [tape skipped]

244

Tech:

245

I enjoyed the whole program. You did good about introducing the program and
Teresa did good by tellin’ some details about what needs to be done and how the
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program is set up so everything was good. But I would like to see – one of my

247

nurses tonight, on our floor, she would like – uh – like once a week on our floor –

248

whatever Chaplain was on duty for our floor for that week [inaudible] to come in

249

a pray with our staff. Like once a week, pray with our staff. It would make us

250

feel a whole lot better and it’ll life some burden off of us if we goin’ through

251

some stuff or the patient done got on your nerves, you know. It’ll bring us a little

252

closer together.

253

Interviewer: Would that be posted on the board, or would you just want him to circle around

254

and say, “I’m here, we’re going to gather in the break room for prayer.” How

255

would that be – easiest to do?

256

Tech:

She said if we see him up there [inaudible] well we could have a little poster sign

257

or something up there about once a week – a pray session for five or ten minutes

258

where he would pray for the whole staff and he pray for us as one [tape skipped]

259

[end]

260
261
262
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Sacred Vocation Program© 2nd Session Implementation
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Phase I Evaluation
SACRED VOCATION PARTNERSHIP©
Mission Statement:

The Sacred Vocation Partnership© is a collaboration between St.
Luke’s Episcopal Health Charities and the University of Texas
Health Science Center Houston. This collaboration seeks to create
beneficial and enduring changes in health, human service and other
not-for-profit organizations by helping individuals experience
meaning in and through their work, thereby enhancing the quality of
care and service.
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EMPLOYEE WRITTEN COMMENTS :

Its a very good program and very interesting it makes one realize the importance of our work. After
the program I realized that its not just a job but a calling
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sacred Vocation program should not only be taught to all techs but it should be expanded and
everybody should learned this sacred vocation program. It give help to the recovery of patients and
families confined here in Baylor. Thanks so much.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sacred Vocation Program = We learned alot to deal our patient and will recommend to my coworkers.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I enjoyed the Sacred Vocation Program for A-Z. I would very much like to see all Baylor UT come
when we do this again. Thank you so much having me here
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Sacred Vocation overall was wonderful and Very healing for me and my Co-Worker of Baylor
University Medical Center. Thank you Very Much
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I thought the program was very informative and pertinent to my position at Baylor. I think this will
be very helpful in day to day activitie.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I really enjoyed the Sacred Vocation Program. It wasn't like I though it would be until I attended
the 6 weeks class. It really gave me a greater outlook on what my purpose here at baylor was. My
Sacred Vocation Partnership©
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attitude toward my job will be more positive. The instructor was very awesome. I really enjoyed he if
I had to do it again. I will.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I recommend that every employee should attend this meeting. It would improve the floor a lot.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This section has really helped me with my daily activities in my job expecially dealing with difficult coworkers. Keep up the good work on ---- this program, many of us need this.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I really got something out of it. Just knowing I'm somebody too.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Sacred Vocation Program Has Been a tool In Helping me to Bond with Patients --- a lot my coworkers. This Program and my facilitator Deserve the Spirit of excellence! Thank you!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I really enjoyed the class and I love Chick she was the greatest of all Thank you so very much, and if
nothing change it was an honor you helping me it in the class.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I have learn a lot, from this class. And well apple it to my work. And my daily life skill. Thank
you
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I like the program its help to share with other people how we help our patient. Make Baylor a better
hospital.
Sacred Vocation Partnership©
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I these classes can be very helpful for the future classes to come. I really enjoyed our class. and I hope
that there will be more classes ------- future.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I believe this program has given me a hole new aspertion on my job as a Tech here at Baylor. I has
helped improvs my abilitie to perform my duties as well as work as a member on my team or floor
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I feel the program should be a couple more weeks long. It has benefited me but I wish it was longer so
we could work more together. Thank you so much for the great xperience. It has made me feel that
my job is important and that people do need me.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I really enjoyed the program. I think we need more of them.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I found the Sacred Vocation Program very helpful. It reminded me of what I felt like when I first
started working as a nurse Nurse tech and how fulfilling my work was to me. And now because of
the program I can feel that way again. I have truly enjoyed the program our facilator was wonderful.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The sacred vocation help me alot I learen different. I enjoyed for for 6 week I hope every year like this
program for everybody. Thanks for everything
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------It was a fun and rewarding class. it help me turn negitives into positives I'm much more focused
Sacred Vocation Partnership©
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------It is a blessing to know that there are someone who care enough to bring us together as one to share or
feeling, our strenght and weekness, to just bring to mind and soul that up are call to a very very
important place for God to used us all.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------all nurses need to attent a sacred vocation class
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------It had been a good experience to me because even if I don't talks a lot, I learned about their
experiences and I learned how to cope with other situations. Thank you for thisl.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This was a very nice program. Its good to know that you are indeed well appreciated at your job,
when you sometimes at least don't feel like it.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I think that everyone should attend this program it was beautiful and special to me. Everyone enjoy
the program keep up the good work and promise you everyone will come out on top!!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------it was fun and we/I learn alot. please keep it up
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This Vocation program was a very good idea and Very helpful and help you too keep focus on the
reason you're here even at the most difficult times. So thanks again.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sacred Vocation Partnership©
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THe class was exciting and very fun. I learned how to look at things in a different prospected and
deal with situation in a different manner. The class was a joy to have. The other classes will love the
experience.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sacred vocation program is an helpfull program. Help you to get out all your feelings without worring
about who it will get to or if you will be in troublle for stating your feelings
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Made me more patient ---- and soften my heart!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The was very interesting. I am happy that Baylor was interested in taking the time to show an
interest in the PCT's.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I enjoyed the program very much and it was good to know that alot of other people share the same
feelings I have and think this program was a good experience.

Sacred Vocation Partnership©
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